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A Vision Comes True 
Between October 28 to November 11, a 
delegation of 76 Bible Students (including 
30 Elders) traveled to Israel on a mission. 
How this mission came about is a story Br. 
Kenneth Rawson of New Brunswick (NJ) 
Ecclesia tells in his own words. 

In 1990, when Israel: Appointment With 
Destiny first began to be shown in this 
country, some brethren suggested that our 
Israel A.V. should be shown in Israel itself. 
After prayerful consideration, some money 
was provided and a vision was born. 

The groundwork began. For each of the 
following three years, one or two trips were 
made to Israel, meeting government 
officials and other Israeli leaders. In 
March of 1992 an invitation was 
received from Young Israel, an Or-
thodox group in Israel, to bring a 
delegation of Bible Students to Is-
rael on a fact-finding mission and to 
present the Hebrew version of Is-
rael: Appointment With Destiny to 
the nation of Israel. The Elders of 
New Brunswick met and considered 
the objectives of such a trip and the 
time it would require to accomplish 
them. The Spring of 1993 would 
allow the necessary preparatory time 
for such a complex undertaking. 
However, to avoid any semblance of 
competition with the Jerusalem Con-
vention, we decided on an impos-
sible time frame for preparation. 
October 28, 1992 would be our de-
parture date. If the time crunch was 
devastating on the New Brunswick 
brethren, it was impossible for Br. 
Bill Gill, who worked day and night 
to put motion video footage into the Hebrew 
and Russian versions, before our studio in 
Jerusalem could convert our video into the 
high band PAL system and then make cop-
ies. Our first Hebrew showing was planned 
to be in Haifa, the first night of arrival in 
Israel. Our Hebrew version was not ready 
until two days later. But the Lord's hand is 
not shortened. Hebrew videos have been 
provided for Orthodox synagogues in Haifa 
to be shown to their congregations. And by 
the Lord's grace the other necessary prepa-
ratory work-was accomplished, notwith-
standing the time crunch. 

The Lord's Money - The Lord's 
Overruling 

Such a trip would cost money and this 
was the Lord's money. Further, many in our 
group would never have gone to Israel for 
any other reason than to fulfill this historic 
mission. The cost of the trip must be as low  

as possible. We were not satisfied with the 
lowest air fare quoted by different travel 
agencies. Israel's Commissioner of Tour-
ism was contacted. He is a member of 
Young Israel. A letter and video of Israel: 
Appointment With Destiny was sent to the 
head of El Al's sales office in New York. 
We were given greatly reduced rates. The 
owner of the RamadaRenaissance in Jerusa-
lem is a personal acquaintance, who is a 
Holocaust survivor and lives in New Jersey. 
He contacted Harvey who runs the Ramada 
for him in Jerusalem. It turns out that Harvey 
is a member of Young Israel. Harvey was 
sent a copy of the video. He was absolutely 
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delighted with it. He helped us rate wise and 
every way possible. Our tour operator was 
Allan Friedman. He is a member of guess 
what - that's right - Young Israel. He was 
given a video and an explanation of the 
purpose of our mission. He quoted a price 
and I said it was too much. He asked how 
much we were willing to pay. I gave him a 
price and he accepted it. Our air and land 
package for 78 people was lower than most 
tour groups with 200-400 participants even 
though our trip required tour buses for 13 
days and many extras. By now we began to 
see a pattern developing that would be 
characteristic of our whole trip - the miracle 
of Divine Providence. Even seeming disap-
pointments were overruled for the better. 

Who Would We Invite? 

We wanted our mission to be composed 
of brethren who believed in the message of 
comfort to the Jewish people and, secondly  

were a representation of the brethren in 
general. But the working core of this del-
egation would be Elders who were support-
ive of this message. Thirty elders were on 
this mission. Because of the short time 
frame, generally speaking, brethren were 
invited, who we thought would most likely 
accept, even though there were many more 
brethren who could meet our criteria. 

An Historic Mission 

Groups of Bible Students have visited 
Israel before and they will continue in the 
future. But this mission was historic from 

two standpoints. It was the first time 
Bible Students accomplished in Is-
rael, on a governmental and general 
public level, three points that are in 
themselves historic to Bible Students, 
in that they were implemented by Br. 
Russell. 

1. A desire to personally convey, 
during this time of increased anti-
Semitism, a love and concern to our 
brethren of natural Israel and thus 
fulfill the ideal set by Br. Russell.' 

2. To personally instill the faith 
where it doesn't exist and to 
strengthen the faith where it does 
exist - that occupying and develop-
ing the land which God has promised 
them is the work of the Lord.' 

3.To personally and formally ful-
fill the commission of Isaiah 40, 
"comfort ye my people," as exempli-
fied by Br. Russell. 

To make this historic mission a 
success, there was the need of much 

personal preparation on the part of each 
member of this mission (see the article 
"Preparation for Our Mission of Comfort"). 

Finally, October 28 arrived and every-
one by car, plane, train was funneling from 
diverse points in the U.S. and Canada to 
Kennedy Airport in New York. As the 
brethren began to enter El Al terminal, the 
hugs, the handshakes, the smiles just elec-
trified the air with excitement. For 14 days 
we would be one of the happiest and closest 
families in the Lord. Br. Bob Gray was 
hectically coordinating brethren between 
LaGuardia and Kennedy Airports. Br. 0. B. 
Elbert was trying to keep everybody and 
their baggage together. Everyone survived 
the security interrogation and found their 
way upstairs to a special room El Al re-
served for our group. The loud buzzing of 
conversation was finally hushed. After a 
briefing by the New Brunswick Elders, we 
excitedly made our way to the departure 
gate. 
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Brethren view Jerusalem from Mt. Scopus 

The Mission Begins 

After months of anticipation we found 
ourselves flying on El Al with many ex-
pressing "it's too good to be true." We were 
a Christian Army in unision to accomplish 
the following objectives: 

Objective 1: Present Israel: Appoint-
ment With Destiny as a gift to the govern-
ment and people of Israel. 

Objective 2: To establish with the gov-
ernment and people of Israel that as Bible 
Students, we hold the same pro-Zionist and 
non-proselytizing position of our founder, 
Pastor Charles Taze Russell. 

Objective 3: To express our deep con-
cern of the worldwide increase in anti-
Semitism, and show what some Bible Stu-
dents are doing to counteract it. 

Objective 4: A total outreach of comfort 
to the Israelis. 

Objective 5: Arrange for the distribution 
of a Russian video in both the former Soviet 
Union and Israel. 

Objective 6: A fact-finding mission that 
included questioning Israeli leaders of dif-
ferent persuasions on the issues of land  

compromise for peace, probing the degree 
of their faith, and actually traveling in the 
disputed territories of the West Bank, Old 
Jerusalem and the City of David that are off 
limits to the general public. 

Objective 7: To not only walk where 
Jesus and the prophets walked, but in the 
spirit of our minds to walk with Jesus and 
the prophets: to experience their lives of 
faith. This was enhanced by prayers, scrip-
ture readings, and mini-discourses often 
given at the actual sites. Sites such as 
David's tomb and the upper room, that have 
not been authenticated, were not included 
in our itinerary. 

After landing in Tel Aviv, customs was 
a snap and luggage pick-up less hectic than 
expected. We all gathered in a secluded 
section for prayer, then we headed for the 
terminal exit. A burst of sunshine along 
with 78 degree temperatures set our bodies 
and hearts aglow. Then we met six beaming 
faces, Br. Sam and Sr. Annich Stalder, Br. 
George and Sr. Ruth Wilmott, Br. Allen 
Springer and Br. David Hrechuk: whose 
smiles were wanner than the sun. David was 
returning from the Ukraine while George, 

Ruth and Allen were returning from Roma-
nia. Sam and Annich had come from their 
home in Germany. Now our family of "Com-
forters" was complete. We boarded two 
tour buses marked "Israel: Appointment 
With Destiny" Mission. Our hearts were 
filled with excitment and expectation. 

One of the added blessings of our trip 
was sharing these blessings with brethren 
who are one in their love for natural Israel 
and esteem Israel's role as blesser nation in 
the Messianic Age. 

One of my joys was having my grand-
children, Kathy and Jason, on this trip - for 
there is no other place on the face of the 
earth that proves the inspiration of the Bible 
as does Israel. What better impression can 
we make on the minds of children. ❑ 

' What Pastor Russell Preaches, Bible 
Student Monthly, Vol. 7, p. 12. "True Chris-
tians and true Jews should not be very far 
apart in their love for God and in their well-
wishes toward each other, even though they 
differ in their views relative to certain modes 
of belief." See Vision page 28 
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Comfort Outreach 
An attractive folder was prepared which 
contained a Hebrew video of Israel: 
Appointment With Destiny, a statement on 
the Bible Students historic pro-Zionist and 
non-proselytizing position, a statement 
expressing our concern over the increase of 
anti-Semitism, and copies of the campus 
campaign by the Columbus, Ohio brethren 
combating Holocaust revisionism. In a 
special session at the Knesset, the Deputy 
Speaker of the Knesset, on behalf of the 
Israeli government, accepted this folder 
with the video and listened to a reading that 
was especially prepared for this occasion. 
In her reply, Anot Mynor, stated they were 
well aware of the work of the Bible Students 
on behalf of Israel and the Jewish people. 
This was followed by representatives of the 
various political parties in the Knesset, who 
were also presented with one of our folders. 
Each one in addressing our delegation 
expressed his awareness of and 
appreciation for the work of the Bible 
Students. Then this folder containing the 
Hebrew Israel: Appointment With Destiny 
was delivered to each of the 120 members of 
the Knesset accompanied with a letter. 

When considering how to present Israel: 
Appointment With Destiny as a gift to the 
government, two options were considered 
at our August planning meeting in Jerusa-
lem with our Israeli contacts. The Knesset 
option of meeting with the Speaker and 
Representatives of each political party would 
enable us to have a video delivered to each 
member of the Knesset. It is against the law 
to have any kind of motion picture, video or 
A.V. showing in the Knesset building. The 
other option was to have a showing at the 
President's home and invite Knesset mem-
bers (all members of the cabinet are mem-
bers of the Knesset). The majority of the 
Knesset members live elsewhere in Israel 
than Jerusalem and the Knesset is only in 
session one or two days a week, therefore 
12-15 were the most we could expect at a 
Jerusalem showing according to PR people 
involved in these activities. The Knesset 
option was chosen since it enabled us to 
deliver a video to each member of the 
Knesset. 

Prime Minister Yitzshak Rabin was in 
the midst of a cabinet crisis and canceled all 
appointments the week before and during 
our stay in Jerusalem. His administrative 
assistant, Gad Ben Ari, met with us and 
promised that the Hebrew video of our 
Israel A.V. would be in Rabin's hands within 
an hour. A total of 1,000 Hebrew videos of 
our Israel A.V. were given to government 
leaders, Knesset members, other Israeli lead-
ers and to the general public. 

Mall Outreach In Jerusalem 

Israelis swarm to the Ben Yehuda Mall 
Friday noon to shop for the Sabbath. On 
Friday, November 6, they crowded around 
a table stacked with Israel: Appointment 
With Destiny videos. What an outreach! 
The brethren handed out four hundred vid-
eos. When these were depleted they handed 
out Zion booklets. Photocopies of the news-
paper ad for the Jerusalem showing were 
also distributed. The brethren were thrilled 
with the wonderful opportunities they had 
to give words of comfort. Everyone was so 
receptive. Some brethren 
expressed that this was the 
highlight of their trip. This 
mall outreach was covered 
by a Hebrew language news-
paper and included a large 
photograph of the action. 

Br. and Sr. Olchowy were 
talking to a man whose 
daughter is the Director of 
the popular T.V. program 
"Good Morning Israel." He 
said he would show the video 
to his daughter. That evening 
she phoned me at my hotel 
room. "The video was very 
professionally done. I didn't 
think Christians would give 
such a message. You must 
be at the T.V. studio Sunday 
morning to film an interviw 
that will appear on 'Good 
Morning Israel' next Sun- 
day: , 

Br. George Wilmott talked to a man who 
had already received a video. Further dis-
cussion revealed he was the owner of seven 
T.V. stations around the world and he was 
interestedin using Israel: Appointment With 
Destiny on his stations. 

Showings 

Two showings were planned for the West 
Bank. One in Samaria and one in Judea. 
However, the West Bank was very volatile. 
These showings would be at night. The 
access roads were in isolated areas that 
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could be trip-wire bombed; therefore these 
two showings were cancelled. But again, 
the Lord's hand was not shortened. Dov 
Keinan, who has played a key role in our 
Israel activities, is active with YESHA (The 
Council of Jewish Communities in Judea, 
Samaria and Gaza). Dov arranged for 
YESHA to circulate 300 Hebrew videos of 
Israel: Appointment With Destiny through-
out the Jewish communities of Judea, 
Samaria and Gaza. By this arrangement 
many more people will see Israel: Appoint-
ment With Destiny than would have at-
tended the two cancelled showings. Rabbi 
Leiter, Executive Director of YESHA, in a 
lecture given in New Jersey openly ex-
pressed his appreciation for the work of the 
Bible Students. In a personal conversation 
he thanked me for YESHA having the op-
portunity to distribute our videos. He also 
stated his awareness of the work of Pastor 
Russell and was appreciative of the fact that 
there are Bible Students who are now carry-
ing the same work. 

There was a showing at Allan Friedman' s 
village Hashmonaim, just over the line into 
the West Bank. Although the showing was 
at night, the road was secure and a bus of 45 
brethren (mainly Elders) made the trip with-
out incident. It was a village composed of 
Orthodox families who immigrated from 
the United States. The main showing was in 
English to a group of 70-80 settlers. A 
Hebrew version was shown in another room 
to a smaller group. A vital piece of equip-
ment was left back at the hotel. But again the 
Lord's hand was not shortened. A brother 
happened to have an item that was adapted 
on the spot to make a six prong connection 
with bare wires. 

There was a challenging question ses-
sion but the highlight of the event was the 
interplay between the Elders and the Ortho-
dox settlers before and after the showing. 
We had great difficulty in breaking it up and 
getting our Elders back on the bus. Some 
Elders expressed that this evening was the 
highlight of the trip. Kathy and Jason en-
joyed their interaction with the children of 
the village. 

Midreshet Moriah Yeshiva 

Another showing was held at a woman's 
Yeshiva. There were about 80 college stu-
dents from the United States and members 
of the faculty present for this English ver-
sion showing. The question period was very 
piercing. For example, "who was respon-
sible for killing Jesus, the Romans or the 
Jews?" Allan Friedman, our tour operator, 
got up during the question session and spoke 
on behalf of the Bible Students work. After-
wards, Bernice Rotter, Assistant to the Dean, 
said that the students were instructed by the  

faculty to be very critical in their questions. 
She said we passed the test. Rabbi Meyer 
Berglas, who is Dean of Midreshet Moriah 
Yeshiva, will use our English video on a 
continual basis for the students from the 
United States. They come to Israel to study 
for a year. During this time, they seriously 
consider immigrating to Israel. He believes 
the message of Biblical Zionism in the 
video is just what they need. 

Nof G i nosar 

There were two smaller showings at the 
hotel at Nof Ginosar. Br. O. B. Elbert chaired 
these. Those who attended were from the 
Kibbutz as well as visitors from the United 
States and Europe. It was a mixed audience 
of Jews and Christians. 

The most exciting showing was the 
Jerusalem showing attended by 1,200 
people. In Jerusalem there is a large block of 
English speaking Israelis. Ninety percent of 
the members of Young Israel Synagogues in 
Jerusalem are English speaking. Eighty 
percent of the members of Young Israel 
Synagogues elsewhere in Israel are Hebrew 
speaking. (See the special article on the 
Jerusalem showing.) 

Jerusalem Rotary Club 

Before our trip, interest was building up 
in Jerusalem about the Bible Student's mis-
sion. Col. Yehuda Levy, President and Pub-
lisher of The Jerusalem Post, requested a 
meeting. Also, the Jerusalem Rotary Club 
invited me to speak. Br. Bob Gray was 
asked to fill in for me. 

Br. Bob and Sr. Rebecca were told by the 
acting president of the group that his grand- 

parents walked to Israel from Poland in the 
early 1800's. Some of the people at the 
Rotary Club meeting were visiting from 
such diverse places as England, Africa and 
America. The group of about thirty five was 
told that in spite of their hopes regarding the 
new president (Clinton), he was not yet a 
known factor and that trust was best placed 
in the keeping power of the Almighty. One 
of the people piped up, "With the work you 
Bible Students are doing, you are a gift to 
Israel!" Of course, all attending were in-
vited to attend the Laromme Hotel showing 
scheduled for the next Tuesday night. A 
presentation of the video in Hebrew was 
made to the acting president of the Rotary 
Club and others were invited to take a copy 
of the tape for themselves. 

After several questions about our views, 
many came up for the video to express 
gratitude for the encouragement regarding 
Israel's hopes and prospects. Two tangible 
contacts were established: One was with an 
American who was visiting from New Jer-
sey and who is active with the World Zionist 
Organization (WZO), who volunteered, 
"This video can be very helpful in our 
work." He brings groups of Jews from the 
U.S. who are considering aliyah. Another 
contact was with a Reform Rabbi from 
Jerusalem who seemed enthusiastically re-
ceptive. See Outreach page 6 
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Yad Vashem 

Outreach From page 5 

The Director of Yad Vashem arranged 
for a guided tour by a Holocaust survivor 
and a wreath laying ceremony. Upon arrival 
at Yad Vashem we were ushered into the 
auditorium where we were welcomed and 
given a half-hour orientation. 

The Memorial Hall, "Ohez Yizkor," has 
a floor made up of 6 million tiles. Each tile 
in memory of a Jew martyred in the 
Holocuast. Also the names of each death 
camp is inscribed in the floor. The lights are 
dim. The main light is the eternal flame 
which burns next to a vault containing ashes 
of some of those who perished in the Holo-
caust. This memorial floor is railed off and 
visitors view it from beyond the railings. As 
people come in the door, there is an imme-
diate hush. The awesome solemnity of re-
membering six million Jews murdered sim-
ply because they were Jews takes hold of 
them and they stand in silent meditation. 
The officials of Yad Vashem arranged that 
we would have a private ceremony. They 
prepared a wreath with the name Bible 
Students in gold letters on the sash. The 
Memorial Hall was cleared of everyone but 
Bible Students and the doors locked. Br. 
Ken ignited the eternal flame, which had 
been put out for our ceremony, and Brs. Bob 
and O.B. laid the wreath in front of the 
flame. A few appropriate words were spo-
ken. Then Br. Ray Luke led us in prayerful 
meditation. As we exchanged thoughts af-
ter the ceremony two scriptures seemed to 
have been uppermost in the minds of breth-
ren. Jeremiah 31:15-17, "Rachel weeping 
for her children" is comforted. "Thy chil-
dren shall come again from the land of the 
enemy." And John 5:28-29, "Marvel not at 
this...all that are in the graves...shall come 
forth..." 

A video of Israel: Appointment With 
Destiny, our article "Christians Must Re-
member the Holocaust" and copies of the 
Columbus, Ohio brethren's material com-
bating Holocaust revisionism was left for 
the Director of Yad Vashem (he is not in on 
Fridays), with the assurance that he would 
place it in the Yad Vashem library. Br. Bob 
left similar material for Alexander Avraham, 

Director of The Pages of the Testimony 
Division. After returning home, I received 
a Certificate of Appreciation from the Chair-
man of Yad Vashem. 

The Jerusalem Post 

Greer Fay Cashman, the Editor of In 
Jerusalem a weekend supplement that ap-
pears in the Friday edition of The Jerusalem 

Post, interviewed me for an article. You 
never know how such an article will come 
out. The brethren prayed about it and the 
article was about 95% accurate. It was a 
good overview of our work for the Jewish 
people. 

At the Knesset we made a statement on 
the historic non-proselytizing position of 
the Bible Students and Br. Russell's work. 

This statement was submitted to The Jerusa-
lem Post as an editorial and it appeared on 
the Op-Ed page of the Friday edition, which 
has the largest circulation of the week. The 
Editor, as is common, changed the title and 
some wording, but the essence of the article 
remained. The article also appeared in the 
International Edition of The Jerusalem Post 
with a changed title. I objected in a letter to 
the Editor about the changed title. 

We believe that both of these articles 
were overruled of the 
Lord to play a vital role in 
making our Jerusalem 
showing a great success. 
(See article on the Jerusa-
lem showing.) 

Elders Outreach 

One evening it was 
arranged for our Elders to 
visit in the homes of En-
glish speaking Orthodox 
families. They didn't go 
just to preach but to listen 
as well as to comfort. 
Several Elders spoke of 
this experience being the 
highlight of their trip to 
Israel. A summary of one 
visit follows. Wreath-laying at Memorial Hall 
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Our visit to the home of an Israeli family 
presented us a multifacet view of life in 
Israel. Though our visit was brief, we en-
joyed discussing a wide range of subjects. 
Education, economics, personal history and 
naturally, politics were all touched upon. 
We appreciated time spent on these subjects 
- they gave us a much better understanding 
of the issues facing the people. We also 
were able to "feel" somewhat of the heart of 
these fascinating people. 

As Bible Students, however, we were 
most impressed by the inspiring faith that 
our hosts demonstrated. We were engrossed 
by their story of how their Jewish faith grew 
from mere abstractions into a vital, life-
guiding principle. That vital principle fanned 
the fires of zeal for Zionism in their hearts 
and led to making aliyah. 

Their zeal did not stop with personal 
aliyah and Jewish identity. We were thrilled 
to hear their desire to help other Jews to 
discover their own Jewish identity and, in 
faith, to make aliyah. We have truly been 
enriched by being able to touch the Israeli 
people at this level. 

Russian Video 

We presented the Russian version of 
Israel: Appointment With Destiny to Prof. 
Herman Branover whose organization of 
Russian Jews (SHAMIR) has the most ex-
tensive distribution network to Jewish com-
munities in all the former Soviet Republics, 
as well as to Russian Jews in Israel. We 
asked him to check out the accuracy of the 
Russian translation and suggest how it can 
be distributed in the former Soviet Repub-
lics. Prof. Branover was so thrilled with the 
prospect that he said, "we are making his-
tory." 

A Total Outreach of Comfort 

At the beginning of our trip, 2,500 book-
lets, The Time to Favor Zion Has Come, 
were divided among our group during a 
prayer session to be a blessing of comfort. 
This prayer was answered. Everyone en-
tered fully into the spirit of this prayer. All 
during our trip, whether it was in collective 
meetings with Israeli leaders or one on one 
sessions in the hotel lobby or on the street, 
each member of our delegation beautifully 
reflected the desire to be a blessing and 
comfort, as they handed out 2,500 Time to 
Favor Zion booklets. Many booklets were 
given to people coming into our Jerusalem 
showing. 

Between the showings and 1,000 videos 
that were handed out, a minimum of 4,000 
Israelis saw Israel: Appointment With Des-
tiny. On the back of the video packet it 
reads, "This video may be reproduced for  

free distribution. If you have enjoyed it pass 
it on to others." But most thrilling of all was 
a Christian army of 76 comforters in one-
on-one sessions with Israelis, showing such 
compassion, love and concern for two weeks, 
that hundreds not only heard a message of 
comfort, but experienced and felt the love 
and concern that Bible Students have for 
them. 

Ongoing Results 

Migdal Ohr (Rabbi Yitzshak David 
Grossman's operation) will have a showing 
for 3,500 (students and faculty). The United 
Jewish Appeal Jerusalem office will place 
the video in an ongoing program. Ariel, the 
largest city in Samaria will have a showing. 
Five yeshivas want to use the video in future 
programs. The head of Religious Kibbutz 
Movement will circulate the video for reli-
gious kibbutzim use in their programs. Sev-
eral Ulpan (classes where new immigrants 
are taught Hebrew) will be using our videos. 
Le Yoshna (Old Jerusalem Renewal Foun-
dation) will be using the video in an ongoing 
program. Young Israel will send videos to 
their 55 synagogues throughout Israel for 
use in their programs. The Orthodox Union 
will use the Russian video in their absorp-
tion program. They will use the English and 
Hebrew versions in their youth and adult 
education programs. A professor at Bar Ilan 
University will use it in his religion course. 
A mechanism is being set up to send a video 
to all Ulpan classes, educational institutes 
and yeshivas. 

Prof. Branover phoned me since I re-
turned home. He and his associates viewed 
the Russian video and thought it was beau-
tiful. They want to move right ahead with its 
distribution. We are to deliver the videos 
to the 
SHAMIR 
offices in 
Jerusalem. 
Their people 
travel back 
and forth to 
the former 
Soviet Re-
publics fre-
quently. 
SHAMIR 
has a repre-
sentative in 
each Jewish 
community, 
in all the 
former So-
viet Repub-
lics. The rep-
resentative 
will distrib-
ute them to 
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members of the community who have VCRs 
and invite their friends to see new videos. 
Also the video will be shown at Jewish 
cultural centers. Prof. Branover estimates 
they can distribute a minumum of 500 vid-
eos in six months. We will have the first 500 
Russian videos manufactured and sent to 
SHAMIR. The sky is the limit as to how 
many Russian videos we want distributed in 
the former Soviet Republics. Also, 500 
names and addresses of Jews in the Ukraine 
were secured from Nathan Sharansky's or-
ganization: Zionist Forum for Soviet Jewry. 

Indeed, the Lord's hand is not shortened. 
We ask an interest in your prayers for 
strength and wisdom to do His will and enter 
the doors of service He opens. 

Late Breaking News 

A fax from Ruby Davidman dated Dec. 
20th, 1992, stated: 

"I hope that by nowytni have settled back 
into the routine of things and are already 
planning your next trip to Israel. As I look 
back now on the result of your trip I must tell 
you that the reaction and response is a very 
positive one. In fact, we are constantly 
getting requests for your video. My very 
best regards to all, and once again we hope 
that we can continue working towards our 
positive goals." 

A telephone call from Rabbi Leiter, 
txecntive Director of YI:SlIA invited 13r. 
Kenneth to attend a seminar Dec. 28-29 for 
purpOgs of planning the educational pro-
grams for Judea and Samaria in 1993. Br. 
Kenneth was unable to attend, but Sligges-
tions to the council to have showings of the 
video in as many settlements as possible 
will be made by Rabbi Leiter. 
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Premiere Showing in Jerusalem: 1,200 Present 
The Jerusalem showing of Israel: 
Appointment With Destiny was 
sponsored solely by the Young Israel 
Council of Israel, whose Director is 
Ruby Davidman. It was the first in their 
winter adult education programs. Neither 
I nor the Bible Students were sponsors. 
Benyimin Netanyahu and I were invited 
by the Young Israel Council to be 
participants in their program. Young 
Israel's goal was to get as large a crowd 
of modern Orthodox Jews as possible 
to see Israel: Appointment With 
Destiny and win their approval. 
Young Israel felt that this would 
create the momentum necessary to 
successfully launch Israel: 
Appointment With Destiny in Israel. 
There is no doubt in their minds 
that this goal was accomplished. 

How To Get A Large Crowd 

Young Israel estimated that 100 
to 200 would attend the program if 
our Israel A.V. was the only fea-
ture. They figured they would draw 
300 to 400 by having Mr. Netanyahu 
on the same program. Young Israel 
often has a "double header" pro-
gram in which the two participants 
may have differing views. The 
Laromme Hotel was chosen to be 
the site for the showing because it 
is located in the heart of the Mod-
ern Orthodox community. 

A Parallel to Brother 
Russell's Opposition 

Remember, after the Hippodrome 
meeting a Rabbi hampered Brother 
Russell's work by accusing him of 
being a missionary. Young Israel 
put their first advertisement for the 
November 10 showing in the October 
30 edition of the Jerusalem Post. A 
couple of Rabbis started a rumor that 
I was a covert missionary. Soon the 
whole Orthodox community in Jerusa-
lem was up in arms against Young Israel 
for sponsoring me. Ruby Davidman's 
phone was continually ringing with 
complaints! 

We arrived in Jerusalem on Novem-
ber 2. Ruby Davidman was supposed 
to meet our group on November 3. He 
refused even to see me. When I finally 
got through to him on the phone he 
was very cold. His assistant told our 
tour operator, Allan Friedman, that Ruby 
was going to completely disassociate 
himself from us. Allan tried to talk to 

Ruby on the phone and Ruby hung up 
on him. Needless to say, I did a lot of 
praying because the Jerusalem show-
ing was at stake. I didn't mention any-
thing to the brethren so as not to dampen 
the wonderful time they were having. 
But most of all, I had the faith that the 
Lord would work things out. The Lord 
did. We submitted an editorial article 
to the Jerusalem Post. We also were 
interviewed by an editor from the pa-
per. 

Br. Rawson opens Premiere showing 

The miracle happened on Friday 
November 6. Our editorial on the pur-
pose behind our work and, addition-
ally, the unfortunate reason behind 
Christian missionary work in Israel 
appeared on the Op-Ed page. This was 
a "first" for a Christian minister. In 
the same issue there appeared a very 
favorable article about the Bible Stu-
dents, written by the editor of In Jerusa-
lem (a weekend supplement to the 
paper).These two articles turned the tide 
of sentiment in Jerusalem's Orthodox 
community. A ground swell of support 
arose which could not be stopped. The 
Orthodox community was determined 
to come out and hear our message for 
themselves. And they came in droves. 
Ruby now agreed to come to our fare- 

well dinner, though he was still cau-
tious. He said that his introduction 
would be neutral. 

if God Be For Us 

Remember, Young Israel expected 
400 at the most with Netanyahu. The 
advertised starting time for the show-
ing was at 7:30 PM. Only half the ball-
room had been rented and 400 chairs 
had been set up. At 6:45 the 400 chairs 

were filled. Chairs were stacked in 
the foyer which had not been rented 
and were not to be used. The pub-
lic kept streaming into the hall and 
then spontaneously began to take 
the stacked chairs. The hotel man-
agement tried to stop them but the 
people literally pushed them out of 
the way. The stacked chairs were 
soon gone. Others were still com-
ing into the ballroom. 

The fire laws only permitted 800 
in the entire ballroom. The hotel 
management was incensed. Over 
1200 people had pushed their way 
into the room. Many stood against 
the walls three or four deep. Oth-
ers sat in any available space on 
the floor. All the fire laws were 
broken. Mr. Netanyahu's chief as-
sistant was amazed that 1,200 people 
had come out. 

Ruby introduced me. During my 
introductory remarks I noted the 
intensity of the crowd. I have never 
addressed a more responsive audi-
ence, my remarks were repeatedly 
interrupted with applause. The au-
dience kept applauding all through 
the showing of Israel: Appointment 
With Destiny. 

Disassociating Ourselves From 
Mr. Netanyahu 

During the part of the AV in which 
I make a live presentation, I disassoci-
ated myself from Netanyahu's politi-
cal approach. This was done by say-
ing, "I would strongly urge all Israeli 
politicians to be Biblical Zionists (loud 
applause interrupted me here - Mr. 
Netanyahu is not a Biblical Zionist). 
Redemption has begun! Therefore, as 
important as 'the present political situ-
ation' is (this was Mr. Netanyahu's pre-
announced subject) what is far more 
important is that you have the faith to 
walk in harmony with the steps of 
Redemption of Divine Providence." 
Netanyahu's chief assistant, Bob Brown, 



1,200 Israelis jam ballroom at Premiere 

was obviously disturbed by my remarks. 
At the conclusion of the showing we 
received a loud ovation. Mr. Netanyahu 
was also visibly disturbed. He thought 
of us as merely a preliminary event 
but, by the Lord's grace, we were a 
main event. 

Mr. Netanyahu is well acquainted 
with Brother Russell's work on behalf 
of the Jews and had readily agreed, 
before the showing, to open his speech 
with words of commendation for that 
work. He was so disturbed that he did 
not do so. Near the end of his session 
Charles Levine, our public relations 
coordinator, handed him a note remind-
ing him that he had agreed to make 
favorable remarks about Pastor Russell 
and the Bible Students. He did not. 
During Netanyahu's presentation his 
staff members were shaking their heads. 
They tried to prompt the audience into 
applause as best they could. 

Who Were The 1,200 Present? 

Having 1,200 people attend the 
Jerusalem presentation of Israel: Ap-
pointment With Destiny was incredible, 
no matter how the Lord overruled the 
huge turnout. We know that most of 
the 1,200 in the audience were from 
the religious community. At one point 
Mr. Netanyahu asked for a showing of 
hands of how many present were sup-
porters of Mr. Netanyahu's Likud party. 
Only a small percentage of hands went  

up. Allan and 
others agreed 
that a large ma-
jority of the 
1,200 present 
were likely mem-
bers of one of the 
three religious 
political parties. 
It seems that the 
Lord overruled 
Satan's "mission-
ary plot." Instead 
of turning the 
religious commu-
nity away, their 
curiosity 	was 
aroused 	they 
wanted to come 
see us for them-
selves. This 
could account for 
a large percent-
age of the atten-
dance. Many 
Rabbis had come that evening and they 
were pleased with the showing. Also 
in attendance were present and past of-
ficials of the Israeli government. 

During the AV, Ruby Davidman came 
up to me at least ten times, he put his 
arm around me and said, "We have to 
get together tomorrow to discuss where 
we go from here. We have to keep the 
momentum going!" During our meet-
ing in his office the next day, Ruby 
proposed that I return in February and 
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Laromme hotel after showing 

he will line up a series of showings in 
Young Israel synagogues. I will prayer-
fully consider this proposal. 

Audience Reaction After the 
Program 

After his lecture, Mr. Netanyahu 
rushed out of the hall. People kept 
coming up to me for over an hour with 
very positive comments about our show-
ing. Some from both the United States 

and Israel wanted to line 
up future showings for 
their synagogues. Br. 
David Hrechuk was at 
the back of the hall 
wearing his Israel: Ap-
pointment With Destiny 
mission name badge. 
Israelis kept coming up 
to him expressing their 
appreciation of the AV. 
He had a number of 
meaningful discussions, 
one lasting for half an 
hour. Unfortunately, the 
other brethren had to 
leave the program to 
make their flight connec-
tions just before Mr. 
Netanyahu ended his 
presentation. They would 
have experienced the rich 
blessings Br. David and 
I enjoyed. May the Lord 
continue to direct (by His 
overruling providences) 
the work of comfort to 
the Jews. 

Lobby of 
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Brethren Testify in Jerusalem 
Brethren were eager to express their praise and gratitude to the 
Lord for the Mission, at each of the two "popcorn" Testimony 
meetings in Israel. 

"That's a lot of Tapes!" 
Sr. Erna Elias, Jackson Bible Students 
"It certainly has been such a wonderful experience not only having 
walked where Jesus walked and being a part of the whole trip, but 
this last part, after Yad Vashem, really my spirits were very low, 
after seeing what our Jewish friends have gone through - the 
inhumanity of man, and then in the afternoon having the 
opportunity to give them a lot of comfort. I said, 'that's an awful 
lot of tapes.' Not knowing what a mall was like here in Jerusalem, 
I pictured an inside mall with a few people like the malls back home. 

So when I got there and saw all the people and they started wanting 
the tapes, we could hardly get them out of the box. There was one 
gentlemen sitting there, he could not speak English but he kept 
saying 'Good, Good' . This little boy wanted one of those tapes. He 
wasn't going to take no for an answer, he kept coming back. So the 
whole thing has been a real joy and I'm so filled up. The brethren 
back home said`we have to have a special time to tell us all about 
it,' so by the Lord's grace we can take all the blessings back..." 

"They Really have Great Faith!" 
Sr. Virginia Rawson, New Brunswick (NJ) Ecclesia 
"I'm grateful to the Lord for his overruling and his changes because 
they were better. I'm grateful for the brethren that came on this trip. 
It just was the greatest blessing to have the response of the brethren 
who wanted to come too. I was here four years ago but its different 
traveling with 76 brethren. The blessings are greater, it's just 
overwhelming to have all these dear brethren with us to share 
everything. You know, the more you can share with others, the 
more you'll appreciate it. 

One of the highlights of this trip is meeting the Israelis face to 
face; Those who love the land, who are sacrificing for it, who are 
very courageous, who are willing to give their lives for the land; and 
to see how responsive they are to the message and how they  

welcome us. It's just overwhelming to come to a city like Metulla 
and have the mayor take time out and speak with us, and with such 
appreciation for our visit. And to visit Israelis at different villages 
- Shiloh, Arid, and Mt. of Blessing - to be with them and see how 
much their hope is in the Scriptures, and what great faith they have. 
It's rewarding. I think that has been my reward for all the work 
we've gone through, to see their response and how they really have 
great faith. It's an inspiration..." 

Treated Like Kings by the Lord 
Sr. Josephine Wesol, Orlando, Florida 
"When we were sitting in the Garden Tomb and we sang the song 
how we bear one another's tears and joys, and how we extend a 
helping hand, I could just picture Janice coming to me when I fell 
into the Dead Sea and quickly helping me out. Everyone was so 
caring and helping me...everyone' s concern...the outpouring of 
true love...The time to walk around and see things (at the Shrine of 
the Book and Israel Museum) that were so precious to us. Seeing 
the little plate where Numbers 6:24-26 (is) so faith encouraging and 
strengthening...wrote (back home) 'thrilling to be walking where 
Jesus walked, gruelling but glad we came' ...the doctor wore a 
yamalka, a beard, bare feet and sandals...he sure didn't look like a 
professional but they certainly treated me very professionally...The 
Lord has treated us like priests and kings...one can not number the 
highlights..." 

Israelis have been Elevated 
Sr. Debbie Moss, Colorado Bible Students 
"R5217 'Many of those experiences they (the Israelites) might have 
escaped, had they not come into covenant relationship with God. 
But had they escaped the trials and difficulties, they would have 
escaped certain privileges and blessings also.' We see the results 
of this for the Jews today and this principle should also be applied 
to our own life. The trials that we receive are not punishment so 
much as they are for the purpose to elevate us also as the Israelis 
have been elevated. And that contrast is incredible to see. 

"The Scripture, 'Where there is no vision, the people cast off 
restraint' - seeing the morality level here as compared to where we 
live - because these people have a vision and they have selflessness, 
not only toward their own but toward everyone..." 

"I Could Aliyah Today" 
Sr. Jean Slivinsky, Hartford (CT) Bible Students 
"This whole trip has been one of surprise for me. I didn't really have 
any desire to come. Julie, as soon as she heard was saying, 'Who 
else is going? I'm going, I' m going' and I didn't want to at all. Until 
people at work said I was crazy not to go. I'm surprised because 
the things I thought I'd be so impressed with and the things I was 
looking forward to the most didn't really have that much meaning 
to me. But the little things will be forever in my mind. There are 
certain things that I didn't realize, and I'm just very thankful, I've 
fallen so much in love with this land. Everyone, when they come 
over here, talk about Israel when they get back - you can identify 
with the land. Julie and I went for a walk the night before we left 
and it was so beautiful - everything was on fire with the colors and 
the lush greenery. I thought, `Israelis going to be great but nothing 
like home' ...I could aliyah today. I fit right in here. I've been 
spoken to in Hebrew so many times. The Arabs think I'm 
Palestinian, the waiters think I'm Egyptian. I'm so in love with this 
land and those barren hills on the Golan - I can really feel, I can 
understand, going back now, I can truly encourage people to go 
back, but I never felt that need before, so I'm very thankful to the 
heavenly Father..." 
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The miracles of Divine providence were manifested in so many 
ways on our Israel mission. The following are examples of a few. 

According to our original itinerary we were to go to Jerusalem 
first and then tour north of the Galilee on Sunday, November 8. An 
itinerary change was forced upon us. We first went north and were 
in Jerusalem Sunday, November 8. Now we know why. On Sunday, 
November 8, the area we would have been touring in the north was 
hit by 24 rockets fired by terrorists in Lebanon. 

The day we left for Israel, the date of the Jerusalem showing of 
Israel: Appointment With Destiny had to be changed from the 
evening of November 7 to November 10. This was discouraging 
news as it would prevent the 30 brethren going to Egypt from being 
at the showing. After several days, Allan our tour operator, pointed 
to heaven and said, "we must have connections" because El Al 
postponed the Cairo flight two hours on November 10. Further, he 
was able to arrange special afternoon luggage check-in in Jerusa-
lem with El Al. This took a lot of doing on Allan's part because El 
Al does not bend their rules. But by the Lord's overruling the 30 
brethren on the Egypt option were able to experience the excite-
ment of the Jerusalem showing. 

Br. Bill Gill brought his video projector all the way to Israel to 
project our showings. He brought all the necessary adaptors and 
voltage converters but still the system would not work properly. 

Our fast showing was to be at the hotel of Kibbutz Nof Ginosar. 
On the evening of this showing, Bob and Rebecca Gray were on the 
shore of the Sea of Galilee meditating. They started a conversation 
with a member of the Kibbutz. They told him about our purpose 
in Israel and the problem we were having with our video projector. 
He put Bob in contact with a person who loaned us a special 
transformer that solved the problem. We were able to take this 
transformer with us for the rest of the trip. 

I have a notebook that contains records of all my work in Israel 
for the last three years. On my cab ride to a luncheon meeting with 
Col. Yehuda Levy, President and Publisher of Jerusalem Post, I left 
this notebook in the cab. I never expected to see it again. I prayed 
about it and four hours later inquired at the hotel desk and, thank 
the Lord, there it was. 

The Adversary tried to thwart our Jerusalem showing by spread-
ing the rumor that I was a covert missionary. At the height of the 
Adversary's campaign the Lord overruled that two articles ap-
peared in the Jerusalem Post, clearly stating the Bible Students 
non-proselytizing position. One was an Op-Ed article which was, 
in itself, a miracle for a Christian minister to have an article on the 
Op-Ed page of the Jerusalem Post. These two articles turned the 
tide in our favor (see article on the Jerusalem showing). 

During our outreach program at Ben Yehuda Mall, where we 
distributed 400 videos of our Israel A.V., the Lord overruled that 
Br. and Sr. Olchowy made contact with the father of the director of 
the popular T.V. program, "Good Morning Israel." As a result I was 
interviewed on "Good Morning Israel." 

Also at the mall the Lord overruled that Br. George Wilmott 
make contact with a Jewish man who owns seven T.V. stations 
around the world. He is interested in using our Israel video. 

The greatest miracle was that the Lord was able to take 76 
individualists and through the working of his spirit mold them into 
a unity of mind that enabled them to engage in a beautiful outreach 
of faith and comfort to the Israelis. [Allan Friedman faxed me that 
he misses having Bible Students around him.] Allan and his wife 
Laura, Charles Levine, all our guides and others who had daily 
contact with us expressed that they never felt such warmth and 
comfort from another Christian group. The different Israeli leaders 
who spoke to us mentioned that they never experienced the warmth 
of spirit from other Christians that they did with us. This was the 
miracle of the holy Spirit radiating from 76 Bible Students. Indeed, 
by the Lord's grace and power we fulfilled our mission to Israel. 

At southwest corner of Wall, Jerusalem 
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Fact-Finding Mission 
Part of our fact-finding mission was to tour border. In the 1949 armistice, negotiations 
areas of tension and the so-called West with Lebanon, Israel agreed to give land for 
Bank. Certainly Metulla is an area of peace and withdrew to the current border. 
tension. Mayor Goldberg knows what land for peace 

Mayor of Metulla, Yossi Goldberg, (2nd R) 

is because part of the land Israel gave to 
Metulla 
	 Lebanon was his family's farm land settled 

by his grandfather in 1896. They gave up 
Metulla, the northern most city in Israel, land but there is no peace. They have been 

borders on Lebanon. It is under continual under continuous terrorist attacks ever since. 
threat of terrorism from Lebanon. Just a few That is why Mayor Goldberg believes in 
days before our visit, a 14 year-old boy was peace for peace and not land for peace. As 
killed near Metulla by a rocket fired from a member of the Likud party, he was for-
the Hizbullah in Lebanon. Lebanon is now merly in the Knesset. 
the surrogate of Syria. Hizbullah is the only 
Arab faction in Lebanon not disarmed by 

	
The Good Fence 

the Syrian army. The day we had our ap-
pointment with the Mayor of Metulla was 
the day it was expected that Israel would 
retaliate against the Hizbullah, which could 
have triggered another round of rockets. 

The Metulla Administration was pleas-
antly surprised when we showed for our 
appointment. We were shown an A.V. on 
the history of Metulla. Then Mayor Yossi 
Goldberg spoke to us. He expressed appre-
ciation for our support by coming during 
such a tense situation (actually two hours 
after we departed from Metulla, Israel be-
gan its retaliation). He observed that his 
grandfather was one of the founders of 
Metulla in 1896. 

Land for Peace 

Before 1948, Metulla extended much 
further north than the current border of 
Lebanon. In the 1948 War of Independence, 
the Israeli Army occupied all land up to the 
Litani River, 6-10 miles north of the current 

In the 1970s, civil war was raging in 
Lebanon. Moslem Arabs against Moslem 
Arabs, Christian Arabs against Moslem 
Arabs et al. In 1976 the Christian (Catholic) 
Arabs were being slaughtered in Southern 
Lebanon. They cried out to Western pow-
ers, to the Communist powers, to the Pope. 
No one heeded their cry. They stood at the 
fence bordering Metulla, bleeding, wounded 
and cried for help from their enemy, Israel. 
Mayor Goldberg cut the fence open (have 
you heard of the Good Fence?) and let them 
come into Israel's hospitals. He piped water 
into Southern Lebanon and sent food. To 
this day over 2,000 Lebanese daily come 
through the Good Fence into Israel for 
medical help, food and to work. 

Every Christmas season, Mayor Goldberg 
brings 800 Christian Lebanese Arabs to 
Metulla for a Christmas/Hanukkah party 
with Metulla children. He presented us with 
a gift as token of appreciation of all the 
people of Metulla. We presented him with 
a video of Israel: Appointment With Des-
tiny. He was amazed and appreciative of the 
Bible Student beliefs. He felt that our video 
would comfort and encourage the citizens 
of Metulla and inspire continued faith in 
God's overruling care of Israel. 

Golan Heights 

We drove up the Golan Heights to the 
S yrian border. Bombed out bunkers through-
out gave evidence of the fierceness of the 
1967 and 1973 wars. Israelis found Syrian 
soldiers chained to their tanks and posts so 
that they wouldn't desert. Viewing the vul-
nerability of the Hula Valley and Northern 
Galilee from the top of the Golan, one 



Excavations at Shiloh 

Ira Rappaport and Br. Kenneth at Shiloh 

wonders how Rabin could consider return-
ing any of the Golan Heights to Syria. 

So-Called West Bank 

Israelis who believe in retaining all the 
disputed territories will not refer to these 
territories as the West Bank. Their reason is 
logical. When the Arab State of TransJordan 
(means East Bank of the Jordan River) 
captured the western side of the Jordan 
River in the 1948 War, it changed its name 
to Jordan. Jordan coined the name West 
Bank. The Arab State of Jordan was com-
posed of a West Bank and East Bank. The 
term West Bank denoted part of an Arab 
nation. To the Bible-believing Israeli this 
territory is not the West Bank (Arab terri-
tory), but rather it is Samaria and Judea, part 
of the land of Israel. 

Samaria and Judea were part of our fact-
finding mission. But isn't this dangerous? 
Well, there are terrorist acts throughout 
Israel. Br. Bob and Sr. Rebecca Gray were 
stopped by soldiers at the Western Wall due 
to security precautions for an "unidentified 
object." Finally, the item was exploded and 
people were allowed to pass by. Of course 
there are more violent acts in Judea and 
Samaria, yet the settlers feel they are safer 
than living in New York City. But the 
question is valid. Isn't it tempting the Lord 
to go into a more dangerous area if it can be 
avoided? It might be - unless - unless we are 
going there in the service of the Lord. 

In Reprint 5568, par. 6 (Nov. 1914) Br. 
Russell in defining our message to the Jew-
ish people said, "Now we are able to tell 
them that the Gentile Times have expired, 
and that they may go up and take possession  

of the land. We do not know how soon they 
will take possession. According to their 
faith it will be unto them." Seemingly the 
majority of settlers in Samaria and Judea are 
Biblical Zionists. Seemingly they have the 
faith that it was Divine Providence that 
enabled Israel to capture this land in the 
1967 war. Now they are determined to 
possess this land by settling there no matter 
what the cost and loss. We wanted to deter-
mine first hand, whether or not they have 
this faith. If they did, we felt it was our duty 
to give them a message of comfort which 
would strengthen their faith. 

We explained the possible dangers to all 
the brethren before entering these areas and 
urged anyone that had any 
concerns not to go. But ev-
ery single person had the 
vision that this mission was 
the Lord's will. 

Samaria 

As soon as our two buses 
crossed the line into Samaria 
our faith was rewarded. Our 
two guides Yigal Klein and 
Hahn Mageni, who are also 
settlers, became walking 
Bibles. Every town we 
passed, every road, the 
mountains, the valley and 
the trees had a Biblical sig-
nificance. They love the 
land. The land is theirs be-
cause this is where 
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, 
Joshua, Joseph and David 
walked and lived. We were 
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driving on the main road between Hebron, 
Shechem and Shiloh. The very same road 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob traveled on. The 
only difference, the road was now blacktop. 

There was Bethel, (remember Jacob's 
ladder); here the Israelites prayed when the 
Ark of the Covenant temporarily dwelt there. 
Here Samuel judged the people and Elijah 
and Elisha visited. There was Ai, the second 
city Joshua attacked. Also Abraham pitched 
his tent between Ai and Bethel. There was 
Shechem, the first place Abraham visited 
and built an altar upon entering Canaan. 
Jacob lived here and Joseph's remains were 
carried from Egypt and buried here. It was 
a city of refuge. Here Joshua assembled the 
people and delivered his final counsel to 
Israel. 

There was Mt. Gerizim where the bless-
ings of the Covenant were read and Mt. Ebal 
from which the curses were read. There was 
Jacob' s well near S ychar. There was the city 
of Samaria, the capital of the Northern 
Kingdom (sometimes itself called Samaria). 
Here Elijah told Ahab there would be no 
rain and Elisha brought the blinded Syrian 
Army. Here Jehu destroyed Ahab' s family 
and the Temple of Baal. There was Shiloh 
the permanent site of the Tabernacle, where 
the story of Hanna was enacted and her child 
Samuel served Eli, the High Priest. Samaria 
is a veritable wonderland of the Bible. 

Shiloh 

At Shiloh we were met by Ira Rappaport. 
A gun was dangling from his shoulder. 
Shiloh is especially a hot spot. The Arabs 
don't want the proof of Israel's ancient roots 
to be spread abroad. Four years of excava- 

See Facts page 14 



Dina Shalit, Asst. to Mayor, Ariel 

Military escort, Samaria 
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tions on the ancient city of Shiloh and the 
Tabernacle, were conducted here until 
money ran out. They are 90% sure that they 
will find the Tabernacle when future exca- 

vations are carried out. Ira and a rabbi were 
invaluable in giving such noted archaeolo-
gists as Yegael Yabin and Benjamin Mazar 
Biblical explanations of the digs. Ira 
Rappaport was born in Brooklyn in 1945 
and says he "returned" to Israel in 1971 
because his father, grandfather, great-grand-
father were born in Jerusalem and his an-
cient grandparents worshipped three times 
a year at .Shiloh. 

We saw the wall and entrance of the 
ancient city of Shiloh which Joshua cap-
tured. Within the wall were found pieces of 
pottery that dated back to Joshua's time. 
Also there was a wall that dates back to 
Abraham's time. They know this is ancient 
Shiloh from the geographic position de-
fined in the Book of Joshua. Also the exca-
vations revealed massive destruction. Re-
nowned archaeologists as Yabin and Mazar 
never saw such destruction before. They 
couldn't understand it until Ira showed them 
Jer. 7:12, "Go ye now unto my place which 
was in Shiloh, where I caused my name to 
dwell at the first, and see what I did to it 
because of the wickedness of my people 
Israel." 

Nine big jugs three feet high, and pieces 
of 80 large jugs were found in a building that 
was believed to be the storehouse for the 
Tabernacle supplies. They found a hill near 
their calculated site of the Tabernacle that 
contained animal bones in such quantity 
that they concluded it was the place the  

people ate their portion of the subsequent 
Day of Atonement sacrifices. We saw an 
olive press for pure olive oil (two were 
found). Remember, pure olive oil was used 
in the Tabernacle. 

The brethren were invited to pick 
up pieces of pottery. It was so plenti-
ful that anything under 2,000 years 
was considered meaningless. Of 
course, everyone kept running up to 
Ira, asking him the date of their find. 
Some brethren found pieces that 
dated to Joshua's time. Ira was given 
an Israel video. It is a shame that the 
Shiloh digs are off limits to tourists. 
It is the center of the beginning of the 
nation of Israel. To some brethren, 
Shiloh was the highlight of the trip. 

Our next stop was Ariel, the larg-
est city in Samaria (pop. 11,800). We 
had lunch at the beautiful Eshel 
Hashomron Hotel, a session with Dina 
Shalit, Assistant to the Mayor and 
member of the YESHA council (the 
Mayor was in the U.S.). She said, 
"you cannot understand how much 
your presence means to us at this 
trying time, when some members of 
our government speak of drying the 
settlements." She further observed, 
"these are not settlements, they are 

thriving communities that are here to stay." 
(applause) They have a large industrial 
park. Fifteen percent of the employees come 
from Tel Aviv. 

At one time they had good relations with 
their Arab 
neighbors. 
They used 
their stores 
and medical 
facilities. 
Now when 
an Arab 
friend visits, 
it's after 
dark with all 
the blinds 
closed lest 
he be killed 
for collabo-
ration. Over 
600 Arabs 
still work in 
Ariel. They 
just com-
pleted 1,000 
houses and 
all have 
been sold. 
Rabin's gov-
ernment will 
not permit 
them to 
build any  

more. They want to live peacefully with the 
Arabs "but they must understand, this is our 
land." She was impressed with the Bible 
Students and wants our video to be shown in 
Ariel. 

Har Bracha 

We had a touching experience on the top 
of Mt. Gerizim in the small Orthodox com-
munity of Har Bracha (mount of blessing). 
We were supposed to have a meeting with 
the Rabbi but we were behind schedule so 
he had to leave for another town. Instead, a 
young father from the United States spoke 
to us. With his two little children in his arms, 
he said, "we love our children and desire to 
pass on our faith to them in the land that God 
has given us. Judaism is the only religion in 
the world that tells its people where to live 
- and they belong in Israel, including Samaria 
and Judea. Israel will grow in faith and size 
and become the light to other nations. 'Out 
of Zion shall go forth the Law and the Word 
of the Lord from Jerusalem. —  We passed a 
new settlement called "Rachelim" in honor 
of a woman named Rachel. She was killed 
when the bus she was on was recently 
ambushed at night by fire bombs and shoot-
ing. The name of that place of ambush is 
called revenge. To the settlers of Samaria 
and Judea, revenge does not mean death for 
death, but life for death. Where death has 
taken place life will spring up, that is, a new 
settlement will be born. Because of this 
recent ambush the bus drivers were becom- 



Dov Keinan and brethren at Kfar Etzion 

Palestinian refugee camp (where buses stoned) 

ing nervous, lest we were not out of Samaria 
before dark. 

Judea 

A day was spent in Judea, the southern 

part of the so-called West Bank. We drove 
through the beautiful town of Efrat, the 
largest in the Gush Etzion bloc. It was 
founded and is being developed by Rabbi 
Shlomo Riskin, who was out of the country. 
Otherwise, he would have greeted us. As a 
Rabbi of a large Orthodox Synagogue in 
New York, he was in Russia in the 1970s 
encouraging Jews to immigrate to Israel. 
Then it dawned on him that the same scrip-
tures he was quoting applied to himself. He 
returned to New York and told his congre-
gation that he was aliyahing to Israel. A 
large number went with him. He also writes 
the Shabbat Shalom column in the Jerusa-
lem Post. 

Then we stopped at Kfar Etzion, a kib-
butz in the Gush Etzion bloc of settlements. 
We were welcomed by Dov Keinan, former 
chief executive officer of the Gush Etzion 
Regional Council. Dov has played a key 
role in Br. Ken's work in Israel over the past 
three years. Then we saw a stirring A.V. on 
the history of Gush Etzion. 

Providing the only link between Hebron 
and Jerusalem, Orthodox Jews from Jerusa-
lem had bought the land of Kfar Etzion from 
an Arab sheikh in 1928. Hebron massacres 
in 1929 (slaughtering 66 yeshiva scholars) 
had ended the settlement. 

Again, in 1936, further land was ac-
quired from nearby Arab villagers and 40 
workers settled. Once again, an Arab upris-
ing broke the settlement. 

In 1942, the Jewish National Fund ac-
quired land of a nearby German monastery. 
In 1943, three women and ten men "slipped 
through the darkness to claim the monastery 
and officially establish" Kfar Etzion. Those 
first settlers were Orthodox Jews from Po- 

land. "Our fellow Jews are experiencing a 
horrible fate in Europe. With our efforts we 
will build a haven for those who survive." 

Two years later, 60 emaciated men and 
women arrived at Kfar Etzion from the 
ghettos and gas chambers of Europe. From 
1943 to 1948 the settlement grew and three 
satellite colonies were established. In the 
partition vote of November 29, 1947, Gush 
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Etzion, the southernmost anchor of 
Jerusalem's defences, was assigned to its 
Arab neighbors. 

Convoys enroute to Gush Etzion were 
ambushed by Arabs. In January 1948, 
women and children were escorted back to 
Jerusalem by the British. April 12, the colony 
was assigned to harass Arab traffic between 
Jerusalem and Hebron. May 14, the Arab 
Legion and thousands of Arabs from sur-
rounding villages began their attack. The 
545 settlers braced to fight "another 
Masada." The survivors of the assault af-
firm that at least one British tank joined in 
the shelling of their settlement. The attack 
began at 4 a.m. Only three of the settlers 
survived. 

The Jews apply "Rachel weeping for her 
children" as prophetic of the time the chil-
dren would be in mourning for their parents 
and home at Gush Etzion. The women and 
children could see the one "Lone Tree," 
which they remembered being in the midst 
of Gush Etzion, from a vantage point at 
Rachel's tomb. The double-trunked oak 
tree, 750 years old, is designated by the 
State of Israel as a national monument. 

After the 1967 war, these same children 
returned to rebuild Gush Etzion. "The glory 
of the latter house shall be greater than the 
former." The retribution of life for death, a 
colony established where Jews were mur-
dered. "Where they kill us, we will bring 
more Jewish people." Ben Gurion espe-
cially commended Gush Etzion for their 
heroic sacrifice of delaying the enemy forces 
long enough for Jerusalem to be saved from 
total defeat. 

See Facts page 16 
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Arab Villages 

Facts From page 15 

Arab villages in Judea have been improved under the policies of 
the Israeli government. New homes and plumbing have been 
provided. Much of the best farm land is in the hands of the Arabs 
who are allowed to farm using Israel's agriculture technology that 
is liberally shared with the Arabs. 

Jewish communities do not displace Arab villages. Many Jewish 
communities are located on the top of hills, not just for security but 
because this is the land that the Arabs do not consider desirable for 
their villages. It should be remembered that none of the Arab 
villages existed 100 years ago and have been settled by the Arabs 
only in response to the Jewish development. 

Hebron 

Hebron is very violable. A centuries-old Jewish community was 
slaughtered in a 1929 pogrom by Arabs. In the 1980s, Jews 
returned. The Hebron Jewish community has grown to 560 but are 
surrounded by a large Arab population. There is a Jewish settlement 
of 6,350 in Kiryat Arba right next to Hebron. Hebron is a place of 
frequent violence. A Jewish man, who has run a gift shop in Hebron 
for many years, had been attacked by an Arab youth just days before 
our arrival. An Arab had come to the shop owner's rescue. Our 
group gave this shop owner some good business. Why the violence? 
The Cave of Machpelah, which is the burial site of Abraham, Sarah, 
Isaac, Leah and Jacob, is here. The Arabs don't want the Jews to 
desecrate this holy place. What irony! 

Tour buses no longer come here. A military patrol was awaiting 
our two buses. Despite the Herodian structure built over the cave, 
it was a thrill to be at the burial site of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob—
the fathers of Israel. As we meditated and prayed for the fulfillment 
of the Abrahamic promise, the violence outside made that promise 
all the more precious and our prayers were the more fervent. As we 
entered the buses there was gun fire in the background, and we all 
the more longed for the prayers we had uttered just minutes before 
to be fulfilled. 

Soussia 

South of Hebron we explored the excavations of Soussia, a 
thriving city of 10,000 Jews that supposedly existed between the 

Stone -shattered window in lead bus 

third and ninth centuries. 
It was now late in the afternoon and Br. Ken discussed with the 

guides an obvious problem. We would be traveling after dark in 
Judea. And because of our trip to Hebron, the Palestinians might 
retaliate. They were not concerned. The traffic at this time between 
Hebron and Jerusalem would be bumper to bumper. Stoning is the 
most that could happen and the windows of the buses were 
shatterproof. There is a Palestinian refugee camp on each side of 
Bethlehem. Sure enough, both buses were hit by three large rocks, 
in front of each refugee camp. We were surrounded by other cars 
but they were not stoned. The brethren were absolutely wonderful. 

There was complete calm as the rocks thundered 
against the buses. There was complete confidence that 
the Lord was with us on this mission. 

Upon reflection, many of the brethren expressed 
thankfulness for this experience. It gave us a taste of 
reality of what the settlers in Judea and Samaria are 
enduring, on a regular basis, for their faith to occupy 
the land God has given them. Their concept of life for 
death became more meaningful. What will our death 
mean? The opportunity to give life to all mankind. 

The most impressive aspect of our fact-finding 
mission was the kind attitude of the vast majority of 
Israelis toward the Arabs. The most ironic aspect of this 
fact-finding mission was that the deepest Biblical roots 
of Israel' s right to the land are not found in Israel proper 
but in the so-called "West Bank." This is where 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob walked. This is where 
Joshua's invasion of Canaan is clearly documented. 
This is where Joseph was buried. This is where the 
Tabernacle functioned until the Temple was built. 

To borrow a phrase from the settlers—"Samaria and 
Judea are the heartland of Israel." ❑ 
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From the day the letter of invitation arrived 
with its emphasis on "Mission," we knew 
this was to be a significant journey to Israel. 
Setting the project's tone, the invitation of 
April 15, 1992 stated: 

"This is not a tour-trip - but a mission. If 
the Lord wills, this could prove to be an 
historic mission of the "feet members" to 
comfort natural Israel - whose presence in 
the new State of Israel is itself a miracle of 
history." 

Included was a copy of "What Pastor 
Russell Preaches," a reprint from the Jewish 
Advocate reported in the Bible Student 
Monthly (Vol. 7, p. 12). The content of this 
item was new to some, but must have in-
creased the awareness to all, of Br. Russell's 
wisdom in dealing with the Jews. 

Using the Pastor's lead, the sponsors -
New Brunswick (NJ) Bible Students - wrote: 
"...the ecclesia would like to follow the 
guidelines presented by Br. Russell for his 
message to Israel contained in The Over-
land Monthly (pp 114, 153-157) and in the 
Reprints (pp 4700, 4428, 4761, 5568 par. 6). 
As we read and considered Br. Russell's 
grasp of the subject: the Scriptures and their 
promises to the Jews, it became, as the 
Jewish Advocate expressed it, "... a matter 
of a burning quest." 

Later, another group of Reprint articles 
(1380-82; 1389-90; 1394-96; 1400-01) were 
assigned - all dealing with Br. Russell's trip 
to Palestine in 1891. A rereading, in the 
light of our coming visit, put them in a new 
perspective. His observations were given 
careful attention to catch their spirit, and to 
make mental notes for comparison at those 
same sites 100 years later. This created a 
heightening of excitement already kindled, 
for the blessings to come. 

The next item to arrive was "Facts About 
the Land" - 57 pages of texts and informa-
tion on 44 places: cities, towns, mounts, 
rivers and seas, etc. in the Bible. A table of 
contents and index made the material a  

useful tool as well as delightful reading. It 
was compiled by Sr. Karen Earl, also a 
member of the mission. 

Another folder of Texts for Day by Day 
Spiritual Meditation (13 pages) followed. 
Arranged chronologically, each day's sites 
to be visited were listed with a selection of 
scriptures mentioning names of places. This 
was helpful reading at night or in the morn-
ing before departure. Also included was a 
section of songs and hymns with music and 
lyrics, among them, "Jerusalem" and 
"Hatikva." Its cover was a photocopy of the 
Herodian building over the Cave of 
Machpelah, Hebron where Abraham and 
Sarah, Isaac and Rebekah, Jacob and Leah 
are buried. 

Study Sessions 

Study sessions for our Sabbath in Jerusa-
lem consisted of four groups of three elders 
- each group to discuss an assigned ques-
tion. Nineteen presentations for evening 
sessions were also planned. Each of 30 
elders was assigned a subject, to prepare an 
eight or twelve-minute talk on a Biblical 
place or happening. The studies were de-
signed to keep a spiritual focus on the 
mission - and they did! 

Fact Finding Aids 

Copies of news items from the Jerusa-
lem Post (and others) pertinent to our mis-
sion were furnished. The scope of coverage 
is suggested in a few of the headlines given 
here. 

1. Anti-Semitism is on the rise, a report 
on the First International Congress on Anit-
Semitism, held in Brussels and sponsored 
by the World Jewish Congress, found a 35 
percent rise in anti-Semitism around the 
world in 1991 - almost 1,900 incidents. 

2. An Opportunity to rebuild the world 
is about the Third Temple, and revealed two  

schools of thought among he Jews, a) a 
distinction between the first two Temples -
built by human hands - and the future Temple 
to be built by God; b) Maimonides in his 
Book of Commandments (as in the Mishne 
Tora) calls building the Temple "a positive 
commandment" - it's up to the Jews to act! 

The difference of opinion is one of the 
most relevant issues in Jewish life today, 
given that for the first time in nearly 2,000 
years the Temple Mount is in Jewish hands, 
and the rebuilding of the Temple a real 
possibility. 

3. Pushing secular society over the 
edge is a problem with the Haredim (Ultra 
Orthodox). There are three explanations: a) 
the huge increase in the number of Yeshiva 
students seeking "deferments"; b) the grow-
ing burden of reserve duty on citizens since 
Yom Kippur war, and the growing nastiness 
of military service since the Lebanon war 
and intifada; and c) the sudden and massive 
incursion of the haredi political parties -
their Yeshivot and other institutions - into 
the State coffers. 

4. Shelter from the Storm is concerned 
with immigration. Jewish youth are air-
lifted to Israel from war-torn Yugoslavia 
while their beleagured parents remain be-
hind - for now. 

Pertinent questions were furnished with 
each of these news items - not to be an-
swered by Bible Students - to be posed to 
leaders in the appropriate briefing sessions. 

The Preparation did its work. Well 
prepared for our mission, we departed with 
high spirits and expectations. Now, having 
seen somewhat the scope of the 
Jews'problems, there is a keener sense of 
sympathy and admiration for them. And 
having seen the beginnings of the "desert's 
blossoming," the miracle and wonder of it 
all, is more vividly perceived and appreci-
ated. 

Lord grant us courage to act on the 
privileges of this enlarged faith! 

Mission members at Knesset 



Rabbi Grossman at Migdal Ohr 

Prof. Branover given Israel video 
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One aspect of our fact-finding mission was 
meetings with Israeli leaders (government, 
religious, academic, publishers). Some 
were real giants in their nobility or ability. 
These meetings were held at their 
institutions, at the Knesset or at our hotels, 
where we had special breakfast and evening 
sessions devoted to this purpose. (Some of 
these giants are described in other articles. 

Each one was given a Hebrew video of 
Israel: Appointment With Destiny. 

Rabbi Yitzshak David Grossman 

Rabbi Grossman, Dean of Migdal Ohr 
(The Tower of Light) is a real giant. He has 
become a friend of Br. Ken and commends 
his work. He believes each Jew has a spark 
in his heart that can be ignited by love and 
fanned into a flame by the discipline of the 
Torah. In 1972 this seventh generation 
Jerusalem Rabbi (Hassidic), at age 22 left 
the city of Rabbis for Migdal Ha Emek, a 
developmental town of uneducated immi-
grants (from Morocco, Tunisia, etc.) from 
broken homes, unemployment and poverty. 
He would go into the discos wearing jeans 
with his Hassidic curls tucked under a cap 
and rap with the youth, listen to their prob-
lems, put his arm around them, invite them 
to a Sabbath dinner with his family. He 
started a one-room school for Torah and 
secular education. Tens of students became 
hundreds and hundreds became thousands. 

Now Migdal Ohr is a sprawling institute 
with dorms and a complete school system 
for 3,500 students. Crime has decreased 
80% in Migdal Ha Emek which was once 
one of the most crime-ridden cities in Israel. 

Additionally, there are day care centers, 
specialized training (computers for ex-
ample) for Russian and Ethiopian immi-
grants and hot lunches for new immigrants. 
There are satellite operations throughout 
Israel and even in Russia. 

Rabbi Grossman also has Torah pro-
grams in Israel's prison system. Of those 
that go through his program, less than 10% 

return to prison again. The average recidi-
vism rate is 53%. Many of the teachers and 
employees of Migdal Ohr are former prison 
inmates who went through Rabbi 
Grossman's program. Some have gone on 
to become Rabbis. If love and the discipline 

of the Torah can accomplish this now, think 
what the love of the Christ and the discipline 
of God's laws will accomplish in the 
Mediatorial Kingdom. 

Professor Herman Branover 

Prof. Branover is ultra-Orthodox and is 
another real giant in Israel. He founded 
SATEC (which we toured) a scientific com-
pany, employing Russian scientists, that 
operates at a profit. He has set up four such 
operations in Israel as role models for the 
government to solve the absorption prob-
lem of Russian Jews. He is also head of 
SHAMIR, an organization that works for 
the absorption and religious enlightenment 
of the Soviet Jews. Dr. Branover is a former 
Russian Refusenik and world-recognized 
scientist. His journey to overcome atheistic 
indoctrination back to his Jewish heritage 
took fifteen years. Since the time he was 
allowed to leave the USSR in 1972, he has 
been educating the Soviet Jews, still in the 
former USSR territories, about their heri-
tage. He also lectures at universities on the 
harmony between science and religion. The 
government has recently appointed him to 
develop government policy for employing 
and utilizing the unemployed. He believes 
he has ideas on how to accomplish this. He 
is very excited about Israel: Appointment 
With Destiny and considers it a historic 
event and is eager to hear the Russian 
version. He feels his first contact with Br. 
Ken was a miracle and a sign of divine 
providence that he should work with him. 
The following are some of his observations. 

"Beyond all the tragedies which hap- 
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pened to Soviet Jews over the past 70 years, 
I think the most serious and most long 
lasting tragedy was that they have been 
deprived of any Jewish education and any 
access to Jewish religion. 

"To say that it [the fall of communism] 
is a miracle is to say nothing. For someone 

Col. Yehuda Levy, 

like myself who grew up under Stalin, who 
spent many sleepless nights thinking, What 
is our future? Where is it all going? and the 
absolutely depressing permanent thought 
that there will never be an end to this terrible 
communist regime...rationally speaking, 
nobody could foresee that it would peace-
fully and quietly fall apart with no interfer-
ence from outside... [but] The main reason it 
couldn't continue to exist was because from 
the very beginning, this was a regime that 
was fighting the Almighty God himself. 

"Most of the recent wave of Russian 
immigrants didn't come because they were 
Zionists, but because Israel was accepting 
them and they wanted to get out of Russia. 
There are two ways to encourage the immi-
gration to Israel: provide jobs and create 
Jewish religious motivation while they are 
still in the Soviet Union. If Jews are enlight-
ened with Zionist ideals, they will come 
whether they have a job waiting or not." 
This is why he feels our Russian video is so 
important and wants to help us in its distri-
bution. 

Colonel Yehuda Levy 

Levy is the President and Publisher of 
The Jerusalem Post. 

"The conflict in the Middle East has 
almost nothing to do with land. It is a 
conflict between two religions. The roots of 

Islam do not tolerate any differences from 
itself and this is the heart of the problem. 
The only reason Arabs are participating in 
peace talks now is because they have no 
other choice since the fall of the Soviet 
Union. Syria will dictate the negotiations 
for all the Arabs. 

Pres., Jerusalem Post 

"The Russian immigrants are necessary 
to help maintain a predominately Jewish 
population in Israel, even though it creates 
a huge challenge. Eleven percent of all 
current Israeli citizens arrived in the last 
two years as a result of the Russian Ohm. 
This is the equivalent of the U.S. absorbing 
the country of France in the same period of 
time. These new citizens are highly edu-
cated and will enrich Israel once they are all 
utilized in meaningful jobs. (Mr. Levy 
shares Prof. Branover' s expectation that the 
immigration will again increase sometime 
in the near future.) 

"We certainly should not ignore the eco-
nomical potential of this country. What has 
happened here in 44 years is...a miracle. 

"In 1951, a commission reported to the 
UN that Palestine did not have the potential 
to support even the 1-1/2 million that lived 
there then. Today, Israel is feeding the 
6-1/2 million within its borders and has 
almost become the number one supplier of 
food to Europe. 

"We have taken a piece of desert, [and] 
covered it [with] 2-1/2 billion trees, all 
planted by hand. 

"The Bible Students have the only Chris-
tian theology that I can identify with." 

In a luncheon meeting with Br. Ken two 
days later (he watched the video in the 
meantime) he was very appreciative of the 
video message. 

Menachem Porush 

An ultra-Orthodox, Rabbi Porush is a 
member of the United Torah Judaism party 
and a member of the Knesset for 34 years. 
His family already has been in Jerusalem 
ten generations. In his broken English he 
slowly expressed his deep convictions. 

"It is difficult for me to describe, to share 
with my feelings, what means Jerusalem to 
us. Like it is difficult to describe, what 
means the soul to the body...The soul gives 
the body life and Jerusalem is to us life. 

"Israel's right to this land goes back not 
to the Balfour Declaration but the Bible. 

"I am sorry, very sorry, that the Minister 
of Education that has been appointed is not 
only secular-minded but fighting for secu-
larism, which prevents us from being in the 
coalition. We are fighting, fighting very 
strongly to express our feelings about (how) 
the Minister of Education expresses herself. 
If someone cannot express himself by speak-
ing, he tears his clothes. I tore - at the 
Knesset - my shirt to show how deep, how 
difficult it is to accept that the Minister of 
Education should be a fighter for secular-
ism. 

"You cannot imagine how I as a man who 
lives here...with all our difficulties to bring 
up the Jewish State...how we have [been] 
encouraged, admire you, your interest to 
understand us, to help us, and to be good 
messengers for Israel. Be blessed from God 
with all the best." 

Michael Ledisky 

He had been persecuted for being Jewish 
in Russia and had grown up, like the major-
ity of Russian Jews, with atheist parents and 
no knowledge of who he was or why he was 
different. Coming to Israel has meant dis-
covering his heritage, his identity and given 
meaning to life. 

"Israel, despite its many problems, is 
home for the Jewish people, the whole 
country is like a family. 

"Jews might try to deny theirJewishness," 
but he doesn't believe that will work. "If a 
Jew does accept his Jewishness, whenever 
anything good happens to Israel, they will 
feel happy and whenever something had 
happens to Israel, they will feel ashamed. 
Why be ashamed' They should come here 
and be with us, and share what is given to us 
by God." 

Israel has proved its right to exist against 
impossible odds. These experiences are 
actually proof that Israel is supported by 
God's hand, that He guides Israel. Other-
wise, all that has been accomplished by 
Israel would have been impossible. 

See Leaders page 20 
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Administrative Assistant to the 

Prime Minister 

Leaders From page 19 
Gad Ben Ari observed that Rabin's gov-

ernment had just ended its first 100 days. 
They have achieved a dramatic improve-
ment in U.S./Israel relations and have ob-
tained the loan guarantees. Clinton has 
pledged full commitment to their security. 
Their relationship with Egypt is warming 
up after years of a freeze. The Arabs are now 
engaged in negotiations. But while they sit 
in Washington the intifada continues. The 
Hizbullah is sponsored by Iran, with the 
silent approval of Syria, and they are re-
sponsible for carrying out the attacks against 
northern Israel from Lebanon. They must 
counteract terrorist attacks as if there were 
no peace talks going on. They have to be 
sure the Arabs understand "peace" as Israel 
does. Then Rabin would negotiate a pull 
back on the Golan Heights not off the Golan 
Heights. He asked us to please continue to 
do what we are doing with this film. "Please 
come back with 160 people and continue to 
produce these films." The video was pre-
sented to him for Rabin and he promised, 
the Prime Minister would have it within an 
hour. 

Benjamin Begin 

The son of former Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin is one of two front run-
ners expected to represent the Likud party 
as the next prime minister candidate. 

"We do believe that we have to base our 
policy on two moral issues, in other words, 
on two rights. The right of the Jewish people 
to their homeland, Eretz Israel, [and] the 
right of the Jewish State to national security, 
including full control of Samaria, Judea and 
Gaza. The basic document that states these 
two rights, should guide us in our policy in 
the 1990s and the 21st century and that 
document is known as the Bible." 

Deputy Speaker of the Knesset, 
Anot Mynor 

"I do know about you, and your support 
for us in America and in other places. I want 
you to know we really need your support. 
We hope that the relationship and commit-
ment between both of us will be deeper and 
deeper. 

"The most important thing is the peace 
process...The new government of Israel 
agrees that we have to withdraw for peace. 
So I believe that this will be the bottom line. 
It will take time, it will be in stages...it is not 
enough to believe but we have to build the 
peace." 

Anot Mynor is a member of the Meretz 
Party which is in Rabin's coalition govern-
ment. Meretz is left of the Labor Party. 
Some brethren told her they don't agree 
with land compromise. 

Rabbi Yosef Ba -Gad 

He is a Knesset member representing the 
far right Moledet party that believes in 
transfer of the Arabs. He is one of Israel's 
greatest educators and wanted to meet with 
us. He would say to the Arabs; "You [Arabs] 
have 21 countries, Twenty-one: Jordan is 
empty desert, Saudi is empty. If you want to 
have peace with us, under us, we will not be 
against you. We as Jews are very high 
moral. So you can remain. If you don't 

want, leave us alone, go transfer, we will 
pay you...go out to 21 countries...you have 
choice, we have no choice. We have no 
other country in the world...The Jews will 
have their own country and when the Jews 
will have it peacefully, then will be as the 
prophet Isaiah said that it will be; a time 
when the Jews remain peacefully in their 
land, and then all the world will be peace-
fully, with Shalom." 

Rabbi Avraham Ravitz 

Rabbi Ravitz is a Knesset member repre-
senting the United Torah Judaism party. He 
is the founder of Yad L' Achim, a counter-
missionary organization. 

"I know why I'm here. I know and I 
believe and I feel that God created the world 
and he gave us the Bible. And according to 
the Bible, we are here. And this Land,  

because of the Bible, is the land of the 
Jewish people who got the Bible. And 
because of this I really don't make any 
different between Samaria, Judea or Tel 
Aviv. I might be forced to make a settlement 
in the Middle East; but the day that I do this 
peace agreement - if I have to make any 
compromise - the same day I will sign with 
tears. This Land is not just a geographic 
place, we call this piece of land the Promise 
Land...I'm very happy to meet with you 
because to me this is maybe something that 
I see through looking anew...what we have 
in our Bible, what will happen in God' s will 
in the end of the days when Messiah could 
come. It means that people who are not 
Jewish - Gentiles - understand that Jewish 
people should stay Jewish. One of the signs 

Messiah should come...is the time that the 
relations between Jewish people and non-
Jewish people would be like you [Bible 
Students] see it. I don't know if there are 
many of you, I hope there are already about 
2 million of you...so when I hear from my 
friends that I'm going to meet with a group 
of Christians who believe [in a way that] I'm 
going to agree [with] ...this is almost close to 
a miracle, but don't feel too proud of your-
selves because here in Israel we have every 
day miracles. I hope that some of my Jewish 
people should understand like you..." 1:11 
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If the Land of Israel is holy, the Biblical 
sites throughout the Land magnify that 
holiness. If God has set aside Israel for a 
holy purpose, to have visited its Landmarks 
and its people is a sanctifying experience... 

Having flown all night, the brethren on 
the morning of October 29 boarded two 
buses bound for the shores of the Mediter-
ranean at Caesarea. Almost in a dream, we 
streamed out on the bright sunny beach 
picking up shells and stones, wading in the 
dazzling water. Herod the Great's centu-
ries' standing aqueduct may have well pre-
served his name for posterity, but Caesarea 
will forever be remembered where "Chris-
tianity became international." Caesarea 
also yielded the recent archeological find 
which confirmed the whole Gospel account: 
A stone with Pilot's name inscribed! (The 
actual stone we saw later at the Israel Mu-
seum.) Our Israeli guides, we gradually 
realized, spoke from the standpoint of Jesus 
as an actual historic fact. This was not 
always so. But now the "historic Jesus" -
alongside Abraham and Moses - is accepted 
in Israel. 

At the impressive outdoor Roman the-
ater at Caesarea, half the brethren wended  

their way up high on the rows of stone 
seating. The other half made their way 
down to the stone stage. Could the Apostle 
Paul himself have been a spectacle here for 

hand," dashed above our heads. For a few 
moments too, Israeli fighter jets also roared 
above our heads, but the ground felt peace-
ful and blessed. Another brother 

his faith? Surrounded by 
these musings the breth-
ren on the stage began 
singing, "Blest be the Tie 
that Binds." Then the 
brethren from up above 
on the stands answered 
back with another 
hymn... 

The top of Mt. Cannel 
was very windy. This is 
Elijah' s mountain! Flow-
ers by stone walkways 
led us to a platform with 
a spectacular view of the 
Jezreel Valley. Clustered 
on the top, as we peered 
down below at the silver 
serpentine thread of the 
River Kishon - we won-
dered at the distance 
Elijah had to traverse to 
kill the 850 prophets of 
Baal and Ashtoreth. 

On the downside of 
the mountain, in a tree-
sheltered spot, one of the 
brethren read the account 
of Elijah' s contest with 
the priests of Baal. Many 
clouds, bigger too than 
the "size of a man's  

prayed...particularly focusing on the need 
for the courage and faithfulness of the "Elijah 
class" at this end of the age. 

Tel Megiddo is not usually thought of as 
a "holy site." The scream of battle array and 
blood echo down history's corridors - though 
now the green plains of Jezreel are silent 
and beautiful. The model of the city at the 
museum contributed a clearer idea for our 
imagination. (The Israelis take seriously 
their past, and they present it to their visitors 
with great carefulness and sensitivity.) The 
city of Megiddo was one of three chariot 
cities of King Solomon. The gates to this 
city (and ones found at Gezer and Hazor) 
helped to identify the locations and date the 
ruins from Solomon's period. (A portion of 
one of the gates of Hazor was seen by our 
group at the Museum later in Jerusalem.) 

At one vantage point at Megiddo, we 
were able to visually peer into the notched 
out tel (mound) to try to comprehend the 
eighteen different periods of habitation. 
Then we were invited to actually penetrate 
this ancient Land by climbing down, down 
down into Megiddo' s water cistern and then 
follow the hewn tunnel horitzontally to the 
water source. All the brethren were plucky, 
from the youngest to the oldest, in this 
adventure. [James Mitchner made this tel 
and the water source famous in his book The 

See Jesus page 22 
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Source.] During a siege water would still be 
available to the people - even from outlying 
"daughter towns" - who took refuge in the 

city. Later, at one of the evening sessions 
at the hotel, one of the elders reflected on the 
symbolic significance of Meggido to seal 
the impression in our minds. 

Why visit Akko? The ancient port city of 
Acre is where Napoleon was stopped short 
of success in the "glorious land." (Dan. 
11:41,45) He intended to give Jews who 
would join his campaign a place to live in 
Palestine, but that possibility aborted - not 
quite God's timing. (But the event served to 
accentuate when God's timing finally did 
arrive.) Fishing boats bobbed on the 
shore...the brethren scrambled up the em-
bankments and ramparts to watch the crash-
ing waves coming in over the rocks. Some 
of us bought nutty candy sliced from big 
slabs from the vendors. Nearby the Turkish 
prison, once used by the British to detain 
and execute Jewish freedom fighters before 
independence, is empty. The Jewish State 
was born with much pain and sacrifice. 

On the evening of the 30th we were 
briefed by a very enthusiastic archeologist, 
Dr. Rami Arav, in preparation for our next 
morning's dig at Beit Saida. He loved his 
work and he was humble. At the dig we 
were presented with shovels, picks, whisk-
brooms and buckets and directed as little 
groups to tied-off areas. One team worked 
at what was believed to be a synagogue 
because it was at the highest point and faced 
Jerusalem. It possibly could have been one 
synagogue where Jesus preached around 
the Galilee. Many bits of pottery, bone and  

shells were found and all deposited in the 
special buckets for the directors to examine. 
But the group at the synagogue site was 
called off as they were digging too fast. 

They removed one and one-half feet of soil 
at one spot, whereas a few inches in an hour 
is the norm. But then, brethren at every 
point usually distinguished themselves with 
our hosts as no ordinary tourists - swallow-
ing vast amounts of information whole, 
tossing back thought-provoking questions, 
doing everything with unbounding zest. 

At Capernaum we all but ignored the 
newly-built flying-saucer shaped church sus- 

pended above "Peter's House" and concen-
trated on the almost 2,000-year-old syna-
gogue. Even our untrained eyes could see 
the difference between the almost black 
earlier local igneous stone, and the lighter 
metamorphic stone construction on top. As 
we milled around near the columns in the 
spacious ruins we meditated on what Jesus 
might have actually said when he "came 
down to Capernaum, a city of Galilee, and 
taught them on the sabbath days. And they 
were astopished at his doctrine; for his word 
was with power." 

At the southern end of the Galilee where 
the Jordan River exits and is wide enough 
for baptism, we paused to behold. Some of 
the brethren picked their way along the 
shore...removed their shoes...prayed. The 
brethren then gathered to sit on a tiered 
stone semi-circle of seats to sing. For the 
moment, our voices - powerful in number -
possessed the Jordan. One of the elders, 
with the River as his backdrop, faced us to 
speak of events from Scripture associated 
with Jordan and John the Baptist. By this 
time a few strangers had gathered to listen. 

From Tiberias we boarded a boat for the 
cruise to Kibbutz Nof Ginosar. The boat 
was ours. The sun was setting and the 
Galilee was shimmering. About in the 
middle, we asked the captain to cut the 
engines. All was quiet, except for the 
lapping of waves. Of course, we then sang, 
"Master the tempest is raging." One of the 
elders got up to speak and talked about this 
"Sea" in our Lord's day. We could almost 
imagine being apostles and catching a 
glimpse of Jesus on the shore. We reached 
the shore at dusk and visited the museum 
built at the spot where the "Jesus Boat," a 
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Ruins on Masada fortress 

first-century fishing boat, was discovered. 
The recent long drought in Israel had at least 
yielded one blessing when the Galilee had 
receded sufficiently to expose this ancient 
gift from the past. Although we could not 
view the boat, which is engulfed in a special 
preserving solution, we did view a dramatic 

film depicting the discovery, the process of 
uncovering and the gentle moving of the 
boat. 

Some of the brethren arose at the crack of 
dawn to see the sunrise on the Galilee. Two 
rocky jetties reach far out into the water. So 
the shore provided plenty of room for the 
brethren to be lost in their own meditations. 

The Salt Sea area is a place of contrasts 
as well as congruities. The "Dead Sea" is the 
"lowest place on earth" our guides kept 
emphasizing. On the other hand, we mounted 
the seemingly high and impregnable Masada 
- so steep all but two of us rode up on cable 
cars. While Masada attested to the bravery 
of the Jewish people against the Roman 
world in A.D. 70-73, Ein Gedi lay as a fertile 
green patch of refuge for brave David of old 
from King Saul. After considering the lush 
Ein Gedi nestled away in a severe terrain, 
we paused to reflect and pray together. 

Masada was a sobering experience for a 
few reasons. Masada represents victory -
but at what cost! We gathered in the ruins 
of the synagogue ("knesset," "meeting 
place") to hear the story of determination 
and courage on the part of almost a thousand 
Jews against the Roman army of Titus. The 
end came only when the Roman commander 
had an enormous access ramp, constructed 
by Jewish slaves, enabling his army to reach 
the fortifications. But our guide gravely  

described to us what a blow it would have 
been to the Roman soldiers to deprive them 
of their victory. They had worked hard for 
this victory and when they reached the top, 
all they found were about 950 corpses and 
five children hidden by two old women. It 
was for this victory that they committed 

15,000 soldiers of Rome and three years' 
effort? How humiliating. And where are 
the Romans today? Who possesses Masada? 

Afterward instead of the cable car, some 
of us elected to walk or run down, not the 
"Ramp Path," but the steep "Snake Path." 

Then it was time for us to begin our 
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aliyah ("ascent") from the "lowest part of 
the earth" to Jerusalem. We arrived at the 
Wall of Life on Mt. Scopus just as the sun 
was setting for a breathtaking view of the 
city. We tried to imagine how travelers felt 
centuries ago upon reaching Jerusalem and 
seeing the Temple. Sunlight on the gold 
would be radiant, but even the white stone 
would reflect the cloudless sunlight and 
appear gold. For us, though, there was no 
Temple and the sun was low and subdued. 
For those of us viewing Jerusalem for the 
first time - or for the tenth time - words seem 
to fail. "Is this the city that men call The 
perfection of beauty, The joy of the whole 
earth?" (Lam. 2:15) Jesus wept over the 
City: he saw the whole panorama of time 
leading to his present. And he saw the 
gathering, ominous future and cried. But 
now that future is past and, although one 
more wave of pain remains, the nearness of 
the glorious future could almost be tasted in 
the air. 

After a brief welcoming ceremony of 
bread and salt, our meditations were inter-
rupted by the on-site professional photogra-
pher who took a group picture. But later we 
appreciated the interruption, by having the 
picture as a remembrance. And are not all 
the faces touched with a soft glow? 

In the Garden of Gethsemane we were 
able to have private access fifteen minutes 
before it opened to the public. The ancient 
olive press adds to the authenticity of the 
place. But the olive trees, although over a 
thousand years old, are not the ones from 
our Lord's day. (All trees were burned in the 
area when Jerusalem was destroyed.) But 
perhaps one of these trees might have been 

See Jesus page 24 
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Garden tomb, Gethsemane 
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an offshoot from the olive garden our Lord 
prayed in that last night on earth. After one 

Qumran caves where Dead Sea Scrolls found 

of the brethren led us in prayer, we began to 
walk around the perimeter of the Garden 
and spontaneously started singing as we 
strolled, "I come to the garden alone, while 
the dew is still on the roses." 

Continuing our walk in retracing Jesus' 
last steps, we passed the Pool of Bethesda, 
the Kidron Valley, and then single file we 
passed though the Moslem quarter. We 
were advised to walk briskly and not stop -
although Arab vendors were just as happy to 
walk alongside of us to sell us fresh long 
bread with a spice mixture (rolled up in 
paper) for dipping. We emerged out of the 
City via the clamorous Damascus Gate. 

On to "Gordon's Calvary," we soberly 
contemplated the "Place of a Skull." The 
spot was suggested as a break from the 
traditional fourth century Holy Sepulchre. 
In 1883 Gordon, who researched exten-
sively on the subject, was impressed by the 
location and skull-like appearance of the 
rock as it bore relation to the Biblical de-
scription of the place of Christ's execution. 
At that time, archaeologists began seriously 
to question the authenticity of many tradi-
tional Biblical sites. (How interesting a 
parallel that Biblical archeology' should 
"wake up" in the nineteenth century!) Be-
fore The Garden Tomb was excavated in 
1867, it was completely covered. No other 
tomb in Israel fits the description given in 
the Gospel accounts like this one. We saw 
that it was hewn out of the rock and close to  

the Place of the Skull (Matt. 27:60; John 
19:41). Pottery shards in the wall date it 
definitely back to Roman times. 

Up on a terrace in view of the Tomb 
entrance, we collected for a service. After 
some scripture readings, a presentation by 
one of the elders, some comments by 
another, some hymn-singing and prayer, 
we departed at dusk. Soft lights which 
illuminate the tomb, shone out from the 
doorway and "window" - reminiscent of 
angels who sat in the tomb, exuding their 
light. "The first day of the week cometh 
Mary Magdalene early, when it was yet 
dark..." 

Later, on another evening, a few of the 
brethren would return to the Garden Tomb. 
Gone were the people and noises of the day 
- except for one last Moslem Muezzin call-
ing Arabs to pray. Thoughts lingered on 
early Christians who worshipped in the 
catacombs to hide from the pagans. While 
the brethken gathered in the tomb, they sang 
"Man of Sorrows" and knelt in prayer. ❑ 

"`Archeologists date modern Biblical ar-
cheology from Flinder Petrie's work in Pal-
estine, starting in 1890." Bible Times, 
National Geographic Society 
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In the Old City Jerusalem, we visited the 
first synagogue reopened in the "Moslem 
Quarter" by Rabbi Nahman Kahane. He is 
the older brother of Meir Kahane who was 
assassinated in New York about two years 
ago. Whereas his brother employed 
radical means for achieving his 
vision, Reb Nahman Kahane is a 
gentle man with more practical and 
peaceful methods. But their 
objectives were and are the same. The 
synagogue was established originally 
in 1890. By 1900 there were 48,000 
people in Jerusalem, 30,000 of whom 
were Jews. The British, he explained, 
quartered the city, but at the right side 
of many doors in the "Moslem 
Quarter" are evidences of mezzuzahs 
verifying that originally these homes 
belonged to Jewish families. In 1926 
Arab families moved in. The Israeli 
government today tries to pacify the 
Arabs by allowing them to stay there 
even though the property is legally 
owned by Jews. In 1982 Reb Nahman 
Kahane was asked to help establish a 
"Jewish presence" in the "Moslem 
Quarter." The Arabs residing in what 
were two one-room apartments were 
paid handsomely to leave. He referred to 
the building as a "redeemed synagogue." 

The brethren crammed into the small 
study area of the synagogue. Books lined 
the shelves of the walls and we listened 
intently to what he said, "The dialogue 
between Israel and God ceased 1,900 years 
ago, and now it has resumed." He ex-
pressed his feeling that Messiah will defend 
Israel militarily, restore the Jews to the Law 
and rebuild the temple. Whatever our Bible 
Student views of a "third temple," many 
sincere Jews are definitely planning on it.... 
We questioned him carefully, and he spoke 
of his expectations concerning the Bibli-
cally promised borders and that when the 
Jews are in charge of the world, they will 
bless the whole world. First, there must 
come the rebirth of the religious State of 
Israel. Now, he maintained, Israel is in a 
passing stage. 

To hasten Messiah's coming, the Temple 
Institute is preparing the vessels for the 
Third Temple. Reb Nahman Kahane' s wife, 
Faige, very capably presented us with an 
explanation of the work they are doing in 
connection with preparing the implements. 
Again we crowded into a small meeting 
room at the front of which were, displayed 
behind glass doors, strikingly beautiful cen-
sors, bowls, shovels. For over 1,900 years 
all these utensils had not existed. The imple-
ments had to be researched and prepared by 
the best artisans that could be located. Sil- 

ver trumpets were being crafted; a mitre 
with "holiness to the Lord" in Hebrew has 
also been prepared. They had the eleven 
spices for the incense which they feel can be 
identified. We saw the bottles in the case. 

On another day we toured a small mu-
seum of the Old Jerusalem Renewal Foun-
dation ("Atara Leyoshna"), which displayed 
models of the Tabernacle furniture, 
Solomon's Temple, Herod' s Temple and a 

model, made by students, of the Third 
Temple. A sense of urgency sur-
rounds these preparations because 
these Jews believe we are approach-
ing a point in time when the majority 
of the Jews in the world will have been 
regathered to Israel. 

At certain points our group split in 
order to enhance our contact opportu- 
nities. Our senses were challenged to 
absorb everything we saw and heard. 
Our legs were challenged too because 
everything is either up or down in the 
City of Jerusalem. We experienced a 
fascinating lecture about the history 
of Jerusalem and the archeological 
findings on the southern side of the 
Temple platform. To think we were 
actually sitting on the steps [some 
restored] where Jesus taught! Around 
the corner to the western side, an 
etching in the stone directly under the 
remains of Robinson's arch testified 
to centuries of Jewish longing to re- 

turn to Jerusalem. Apparently, in the fourth 
century a Roman emperor who was briefly 
in power encouraged the Jews to return to 
Jerusalem and rebuild their Temple. At that 
time the Jews must have had very high 
hopes that many of the prophecies were 
about to be fulfilled. Afterward, this em- 
peror was assassinated and the hopes of the 

See Jerusalem page 26 

Rabbi Nahman Kahane at home in Moslem Quarter 

Only one of the ingredients would they 
identify: cinnamon. Their respect for the 
holy prevents them from making known 
what they believe to be the complete list of 
the ingredients. Simply, they do not want 
anyone profaning the sacred. In an adjoin-
ing room they had a breastplate and a pho-
tograph on the wall of red heifers being 
specially raised in Mississippi! 
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Jews were dashed Our guide was genuinely 
thrilled to comment how that sixteen centu-
ries later what this man hoped for was 
unearthed amidst a rebuilt Jerusalem. What 
was this Scriptural graffiti unburied from 
the rubble of centuries? "Ye shall be com-
forted in Jerusalem. And when ye see this 
your heart shall rejoice and your bones shall 
flourish like an herb...." Isa. 66:14 

Our Israeli guides flooded us with fasci-
nating information complementing and en-
hancing our understanding of God's deal-
ings with Israel and our prophetic expecta-
tions for the near future. In turn, we amazed 
them with questions they never before heard 
from tour groups. The more they saw we 
hungered for knowing, the more they reached 
into the wealth of their knowledge and 
experience to share with us. 

At Yad Vashem, the Holocaust Museum, 
we had a briefing in the 
auditorium before the 
tour. "Yad Vashem" 
means "a monument 
and a memorial" and is 
based on Isaiah 56:5: 
"Even unto them [those 
cut off in the Holocaust] 
will I give in mine 
house and within my 
walls a place [monu-
ment] and aflame [me-
morial] better than of 
sons and of daughters 
[many died in the Ho-
locaust as eunuchs, 
before bearing chil-
dren]: I will give them 
an everlasting name, 
that shall not be cut 
off." The idea for a 
holocaust ("whole 
burnt offering") me-
morial was first con-
ceived in 1943 when 
the realization of what 
was happening to the Jews in Europe began 
to dawn. Today, the forty-two million 
documents in the Yad Vashem archives are 
about to double because the archives of 
Eastern Europe have been opened. 

A tree-lined "Avenue of the Righteous" 
led us to the main exhibition building. These 
trees are dedicated to Gentiles - individuals 
or families - who have risked their lives to 
protect or rescue Jews during the Holocaust 
period. Every tree represents a story. There 
are 10,000 people: 900 from Poland, 900 
from Holland, the rest mixed. The Museum 
has five sections including an archives and 
a Children's Memorial. Many of us shed 
tears as we wended our way through the 
exhibits. Unfortunately, in the Children's 
Memorial the group in front of some of us  

was talking, laughing and taking flash pic-
tures so the profound impact was partially 
lost. It is a darkened building with mirrors 
reflecting a million and a half tiny lights, 
each representing the extinguished life of a 
child. Children's names and their countries 
are announced in solemn succession. If 
these children perished while the world 
looked the other way, is it any wonder that 
their Memorial might at times be visited 
with levity? 

The City of David was built on the 
southern end of Mount Moriah. We came to 
this area to see the present and the past. 
David's capital city has been partially exca-
vated adding clear evidence that David's 
forces climbed up into the city from Gihon 
Spring. As Bracha, our spritely orthodox 
Jewish lady guide, explained: "You are 
standing in what is Biblical Jerusalem...." 
She led us in company of soldiers through 

some neighborhoods, backyards and up on 
a rooftop which provided a splendid view 
past the Kidron Valley of the Mt. of Olives 
and Silwan Village. From outward appear-
ance, the little stone homes nestled in the 
hillside looked lazily peaceful in the 
autumn's afternoon sun. The soldiers, one 
of whom was Ethiopian, obliged us when 
we wished to take our pictures with them. 
But this is a battleground. 

More than a half century ago Moses 
Montefiore bought the property now occu-
pied by Moslem families. Israeli laws allow 
residents to remain even though the land is 
deeded to the Jewish people. Gradually, 
however, Moslem families are being of-
fered an opportunity to sell. And when they 
do, a Jewish family moves in. An intoler- 

able problem arises because it is against the 
Moslem religion to sell a house to an "infi-
del." If they are discovered as "collaborat-
ing" with Jews, they are murdered by their 
Arab brothers. 

The first Jewish residents since 1936 
moved into the City of David just last year. 
"How ironic," our Jewish guide pointed out, 
"since this is the Biblical City of David!" 
Great sums of money from world Jewry 
have been donated to purchase such dwell- 
ings from the Arabs. Often they are vacated 
or poor residences - no plumbing or electric- 
ity - and the Arab family is all too happy to 
get a better start in another country perhaps. 
But this is done in great secrecy. And so, 
one day, an Arab neighbor is found to be 
gone on vacation - somewhere. No one 
knows where. But before any relatives or 
other neighbors figure it out, a Jewish fam- 
ily has moved in. Two years ago there were 

no Jews in the City of 
David; to day there 
are twenty families. 
When the Moslems 
claim they are being 
beaten up, the Israe- 
lis are silent to this 
bad publicity realiz- 
ing the Arab family 
who is moving is in 
grave jeopardy. 
(Since the intifada, 
two to three times the 
number of Arabs 
have been killed by 
fellow Arabs than 
Jews killed by Arabs.) 

An example of this 
problem occurred in 
one location where 
the occupant had long 
since moved. Just as 
the Jewish family was 
about to move in, an 
Arab relative from 
across the valley ar-

rived - with children in arms - to protest his 
"eviction." The T.V. cameras were conve-
niently available for this melodrama. The 
international media had one more video clip 
and soundbite with which to criticize Israel. 
But Israelis do not attempt to explain -
because they realize the Arabs need to 
loudly remonstrate lest they lose their lives 
or the lives of their loved ones. These 
transactions continue, one by one, in spite 
of world opinion.... 

On the third floor of one home was a 
yeshiva. The building was just refurbished 
and is now an active part of Torah and 
Talmud study in the original old city. 

Baraka also led part of the group down to 
the Gihon Spring and the entrance to the 
water tunnel built by King Hezekiah to 



Western Wall tunnel 

The Large Hall in Wall tunnel 

provide a safe access to the water source 
within the old walls around the City of 
David. 

While some of the brethren proceeded to 
the Tower of David: Museum of the History 
of Jerusalem near the Jaffa Gate, others 
went to an Absorption Center. The Museum 
tells the story of Jerusalem through displays 
and exhibits, uti-
lizing the most 
advanced tech-
nology. Thick 
lush beds of rose-
mary line the 
walkways. Its 
Phasael Tower 
offered a dra-
matic view over-
looking the en-
tire city. 

The Temple 
Mount is in Old 
Jerusalem which 
now belongs to 
Israel. But the 
Israelis permit 
the jurisdiction of 
the Temple 
Mount to the Ar-
abs in deference 
to their respect for the Moslem's regard for 
the Mount as "holy." The Dome of the 
Rock houses the rock which is the top of Mt. 
Moriah, on which tradition claims Abraham 
intended to sacrifice Isaac. (The Moslems 
have their alternate version that it was 
Ishmael. Still when praying in the Dome, 
built around 700 A.D., the Moslems face 
Mecca, which to them is holier than this 
place.) To many of the brethren seeing the 
rock for the first time, it seemed surpris-
ingly huge. But it was left protruding from 
the Temple platform by Solomon for some 
special reason. Some suggest that it was on 
the south side of the Altar of Burnt offerings 
for the actual slaughtering of sacrifices. 
Channels carved out for the flow of blood 
can be observed and evidence of blood has 
been left on the rock. 

The Temple Mount, built by Herod to 
provide for thousands and thousands of 
worshippers, is huge itself. The Israelis 
provide security for accessing the Mount, 
but the Moslems maintain the sanctity of the 
Mount itself. For example, they would not 
allow a husband and wife to hold hands. 
Some of the brethren touring around the 
backside of the Dome were stopped by a 
Moslem asking for money to allow them to 
come closer to a complex near the Eastern 
Gate. The Eastern Gate was sealed shut by 
the Moslems because of the Jewish belief 
that Messiah would enter by that Gate. 
Women harvesting olive trees on the Mount 
were observed - as well as Moslem children  

playing ball. (It must have been a very holy 
game.) In any case, observant (religious) 
Jews would not freely traverse the Mount 
for fear of stepping where the Holy of 
Holies of the Temple had actually stood. 

Jewish tradition claims that after Jerusa-
lem was destroyed by the Babylonians, the 
high priest took the Ark and hid it under-

neath the Temple 
Mount in a tunnel. 
Excavations under 
and near the 
Temple Mount are 
fraught with ten-
sion. 

The "Jewish 
Quarter" is now 
handsomely re-
built. It was a thrill 
to see Jewish chil-
dren from Ethio-
pia walking peace-
fully on its beauti-
ful streets and a 
group of young 
Jewish girls play-
ing jump rope -
happy and un-
afraid. 

All of the many 
synagogues in the "Jewish Quarter" (as well 
as those in the "Moslem Quarter") were 
destroyed during the Jordanian occupation. 
Most have been rebuilt. One, however, was 
left as a memorial of the destruction: the 
Hurva Synagogue. But a graceful narrow 
spanning arch was constructed reminiscent 
of the one de-
stroyed. 

What is unique 
in the Jewish 
Quarter is an art-
ful blending of the 
present and rever-
ence for the past. 
In the center of one 
cluster of white 
Jerusalem stone 
buildings, accen-
tuated with black 
wrought iron and 
profusions of 
flowers, is a hol-
lowed out depres-
sion exposing a 
portion of 
Hezekiah' s wall. 
For the brethren 
who ventured to the Cardo, a street through 
the "heart" of the city, sixth century floor 
and pillars are found standing upon ruins of 
the Hasmonean period second century BC. 
Today, there are many Western style stores 
and boutiques. For contrast, we could peer 
down a shaft in the middle of this "mall" to 
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Jeremiah's time. At one end of the Cardo, 
some of the brethren climbed down on an 
iron ladder to actually come face to face 
with stones from First Temple times. 

Our off-the-beaten-path tour of the "Mos-
lem Quarter" was very special - as was our 
guide Tahilla. When we inquired about her 
lack of fear, she merely replied to the effect 
that "now is the time of Redemption. Jerusa-
lem is ours." First she explained how the 
British divided the city into "quarters," 
which really are not quarters at all. The 
"Moslem Quarter" represents about two 
fifths of the area, the Christian the next 
largest, then the Armenian and finally the 
Jewish the very smallest "quarter." 

Tahilla took us to a place in the "Moslem 
Quarter" where there had been a Hungarian 
synagogue that a friend of hers prayed at 
when he was a boy. Now it is a pile of rubble 
destroyed by the Arabs under Jordan's con-
trol. (There is evidence of some restoration 
in progress today.) She told us the "Jewish 
Quarter" was just about completely de-
stroyed and all Jewish synagogues and holy 
sites desecrated when Jordan had control of 
the Old City. Since the Jews have repos-
sessed Jerusalem, not a single Moslem holy 
place has been desecrated. She took us 
down one narrow street where a young 
Jewish man had been stabbed to death and 
his body cut up and disposed of in a garbage 
can "over there." The Israelis responded to 
this tragedy by turning over the previously 
confiscated building where his body had 
been dumped to the Jerusalem Reclamation 
organization. They used it as a watchpoint 

to guard the 
streets and make 
them safer for 
Jews to walk to-
ward the Western 
Wall. When the 
Rabin govern-
ment came to 
power and 
wanted to make a 
friendly gesture 
toward the Arabs, 
they told the Rec-
lamation organi-
zation to remove 
itself from the se-
curity point it had 
established. 

She told us the 
story that when 
in 1936 Jews 

were forcibly evicted, an Arab family moved 
into the building which had been a Jewish 
yeshiva. Instead of destroying the holy 
books, the Arab man hid them behind a wall 
so that they could not be discovered. This 
false wall was in the Arab family's living 

See Jerusalem page 28 
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room. In 1967 when the Israeli soldiers 
entered the city to take control, the Arab 
man ran out to meet them, invited them into 
his home and returned to them the key of the 
building. "This is your key - I've been 
watching this building 
for you." To the incredu-
lous soldiers, he showed 
them the books behind 
the wall. When Hiam 
Herzog (now President 
of Israel) who was then 
the military governor, 
met the man, he asked 
him, "Weren't you afraid 
to watch over the books 
in this building?" The 
old Arab man replied, 
"More than I watched 
over these books - these 
books watched over me." 

Now this man has 
died, but his grandson 
owns a shop on the street 
in front of the building. 
To this day, his grand-
children live on the first 
floor and the yeshiva stu-
dents study on the sec-
ond floor. We had an 
opportunity to visit the 
yeshiva - though the sisters only peeked in 
the windows. At least one young scholar 
bent over his books, looked up, smiled and 
waved at those of us grinning at the window. 
Not too many Americans come here to look. 

Appointments for tours for the Western 
Wall Tunnels must be reserved about six 
months in advance. They have just recently 
been opened to the public. In 1967, soon 
after the liberation of the Old City ofJerusa-
lem, the Ministry of Religious Affairs un-
dertook the task of clearing the Western 
Wall Plaza area. The Ministry also initiated 
a project to expose the full extent of the 
concealed Wall. Centuries of dirt and refuse 
were laboriously removed to reveal an an-
cient and continuous heritage visible and  

tangible to the Jewish People. 
Entrance to the Tunnels is to the left of 

the men's public prayer area at the Wall. 
This Wall actually continues along the 
Tyropean Valley and is literally buried un-
der what is known as the "Moslem Quarter." 

It is a quarter mile long and mostly hidden. 
Therefore, while praying at the exposed 
Wall is special, going under the city and 
being opposite the very place that the Ark of 
the Covenant was and where the Shekinah 
is still believed to be - this is the ultimate 
sanctity that can be achieved. Notwith-
standing, the televised report on "seeing the 
Ark," Rabbi Shlomo Goren, of the "Temple 
Faithful," in a telephone call with one of the 
brethren said there was no truth to that 
assertion that the Ark of the Covenant was 
seen. They are still waiting and hoping. 

Each night from midnight till dawn, a 
small group of rabbis led by the Rabbi of the 
Wall, Rabbi Getz, pray all night. "And 
hearken thou to the supplication of thy  

servant and of thy people Israel, when they 
shall pray in this place; and hear thou in 
heaven thy dwelling place; and when thou 
hearest, forgive." (I Kings 8:30) 

We followed the passageways along the 
Herodian stones going down to the street 

level of Jesus' day. 
Part of the way 
down we were in-
vited to sit down and 
view this splendid 
12-foot model with 
moving parts. As a 
result, we were able 
to conceptualize 
what everything 
should look like at 
different periods. 

Almost immedi-
ately after leaving 
the model, we were 
awestruck at trying 
to comprehend one 
Herodian 40-foot 
stone, weighing ap-
proximately 407 
tons. Who is this 
Herod? This genius 
of a builder? Obvi-
ously God used him 
to prepare his 
monolithic Temple 

at which the Messiah of Israel, the King of 
Kings, was presented. 

As we filed through the actual long part 
of the well-lighted Western Wall Tunnel, 
we were asked to pause and inspect some 
black ash. It was analyzed as remaining 
from the fiery destruction of the Romans in 
70 A.D. Eventually we came to where 
natural rock served as a bed to the lowest 
course of the Western Wall towards the 
northern end. 

What was impressive too about the West-
ern Wall Tunnels was a lingering impres-
sion of beauty and love put into these exca-
vations. ❑ 

Vision From page 3 

' R.4735. "The message to them now is 
that the land is theirs." 

R.5568 "Now we are able to tell them 
that the Gentile Times have expired, and 
that they may go up and take possession of 
the land. We do not know how soon they 
will take possession. According to their 
faith it will be unto them." 

Pastor Russell's Sermons, p. 482. "It is 

my thought that some of your most earnest 
and saintly people will go to Palestine 
quickly, that the rejuvenation there will be 
astonishing to the world. Further, it is my 
thought that Jews in every part of the world, 
in proportion as they come under the holy 
influences of God's promises through the 
Prophets, will go to Palestine sympatheti-
cally - by encouraging whose who can 
better go than themselves and by financial 
assistance and the establishment there of 

great enterprises. Permit me to suggest that 
in the Time of Trouble, incidental to the 
transfer of Gentile rule to the power of 
Messiah, all financial interests will be jeop-
ardized. Many of your race, growing 
wealthy, will surely take pleasure in for-
warding the work of Zionism, as soon as 
they shall realize that it is of God, foretold 
through the Prophets." 



Mayor Goldberg, Metulla 

Israelis' Attitude Toward the Arabs: 
29 

Before ever imagining the blessing of going 
to Israel, years ago I expressed appreciation 
to a Jewish coworker regarding the nobility 
of the Jews for not retaliating as other 
nations often do. Israel, with nuclear 
capability, never used it on Germany, in 
spite of the Holocaust - and this in light of 
former S. S. men plotting to send nuclear 
warheads with bubonic plague to Israel. 
(Odessa File) Her answer: "We don't do 
those things because Judaism is built on the 
concept of social justice." We had just 
heard Abba Eban say, "In Israel, right 
makes might." 

It was a joy to see 
the Israeli people's de-
sire for peace, and for 
peaceful coexistence 
with their Arab neigh-
bors. Rabbi Grossman 
said, "God who makes 
peace in heaven will 
make peace in Israel." 
A guide said the Jews 
appreciate the lesson of 
the parable of the good 
Samaritan: "Even an 
enemy can help." The 
Mayor of Metulla 
(northern tip of Israel, 
at Lebanese border), 
whose own family's 
land was taken for 
peace in 1949, did just 
that. In 1976 when 
Christian Lebanese 
were being persecuted, 
they appealed to ev-
eryone in the Christian world, including the 
Pope. No one helped. The mayor stated 
modestly, "so I did." He opened a small 
crack in the border, subsequently called The 
Good Fence, to allow Arabs and Lebanese 
Christians to enter Israel for medical aid, 
education, employment and freedom from 
persecution. The mayor stated, "The only 
state in the world who helped Lebanese 
Christians is the State of Israel. The Jews 
make freedom available...even though it is 
not in the best interest of the Israelis." A tee-
shirt seen conveyed his desire for an open 
border: "Better a close neighbor than a 
distant brother." 

We saw many evidences of the magna-
nimity of the Jewish heart: the Druse, who, 
under Israel, have become more civilized, 
got running water, tractors, and 
roads...Bedouins, Jordanians, etc. who have 
been taught how to farm, to work to support 
their families, and therefore have improved 
lifestyles. Appreciative Palestinians ask 
rhetorically, "Does Yassar Arafat put bread 

Rendering Good for Evil 
on my table?" (The Jews do.) 

No grapes or vineyards ever are up-
rooted, regardless of who owns them. No 
Arab ever is evicted from his home in Israel. 
When property becomes vacant, Jews go 
through the courts to buy it, legally, even 
though they realize Scripturally the land is 
theirs. The Jews want to share the Land of 
the Bible. They state that Abraham the 
Patriarch was the first host of tourists. The 
hospitality of the Israelis extends beyond 
those who believe in Judaism to Moslems 
and Christians. A guide stated, "We have 

no need to undermine the faith of others." 
He stated he respected the religiosity of the 
Moslems, who also are monotheists. Rabbi 
Porsche says the Jews have no intention of 
taking over other religions, though others 
want to take over or eliminate Judaism. 
This attitude sounded like Lamentations 
3:34-36. Rabbis say the nation of Israel is 
compared to the two parts of olive oil - oil 
and water. The liquids should not be mixed. 
But if contact must be made, the oil should 
rise above the water - Israel should rise 
above the other nations. 

In spite of deliberate hurtful, aggressive 
acts against people, animals, and the land by 
a variety of Arab factions, the Israelis are 
not embittered. They are not anxious to go 
to war. They are surrounded by enemies 
who refuse to acknowledge their existence, 
and who further have sworn their annihila-
tion. Yet they continue to work for peace, 
to want peace, and are glad to talk with the 
Arabs. "We want a State not for luxury, but 
for life." One of our guest speakers stated  

the Arab-Israeli conflict has almost nothing 
to do with the land. The Arabs do not accept 
that the Jews have a right to the land; there 
are underlying emotional and religious fac-
tors. The real problem is the roots of Islam 
that cannot tolerate anything different than 
itself. Killing a Jew was and is and may still 
be the ultimate achievement for an Arab -
because of the roots of Islam. By contrast, 
the Jews are very tolerant of other people's 
view and beliefs. They willingly honor 
their religious sites and cemeteries, even 
though others do not so treat them. 

One of the rabbis 
stated that the Jews 
were the only people 
in the world that God 
told where to live. 
Another said, "In the 
Bible, this land is 
ours. We want peace. 
To the Arabs we say, 
`Either remain in Is-
rael in peace (no 
Intifada, etc.), or 
transfer to the 
twenty-one Arab 
countries you have. ' 
The Arabs have a 
choice. The Jews do 
not. The Prophet 
Isaiah has said the 
time comes when the 
Jews will live peace-
fully in the world." 

Golda Meir re-
portedly said peace 
will come to Israel 

when the Arabs love their children more 
than they hate the Jews. To me, perhaps the 
most poignant summary of the difference in 
the attitude of Jews and Arabs was this: To 
the Jews, the concept of revenge is life for 
death. So new communities are established 
in honor of those killed by the Arabs. One 
such is Rachelim (plural of Rachel), estab-
lished in honor of two women named Rachel 
killed by Arabs, near the site where they 
were killed. The Jews feel that Israel is the 
heart of all nations - that it is to be the light 
to other nations - that the knowledge of God 
is to go to other nations through Israel. How 
wonderful to see their faith in Scripture, to 
know that their position is anchored in solid, 
heartfelt appreciation of God and of life, 
and to see their willingness to live what they 
believe. 

The Jews want peace with the Arabs, the 
Arabs want peace without the Jews. Peace 
will be such a welcome blessing to every 
one! 

Testimony by Sr. Karole Doran 



Brethren with Guide Zipporah Liben at Absorption Center 

Love of Jews for Their Brothers Seen 
30 

Our visit to the Absorption Center was 
inspiring: here we saw the Jew's love for his 
brother in action. Our guide Zipporah 
Liben was from Brooklyn, of a Zionist 
background. She has lived in Israel six 
years. All the information given here is 
from her. 

Here lives the future of Israel! This is one 
of 42 such centers in Israel. It holds 1,000. 
Sixteen countries are represented. The 
Absorption Center is organized and paid for 
by the Jewish Agency (not the Israeli 
government). Jewish people from abroad 
support it financially. The Jewish Agency 
begins the process of absorption. When 
they cut off, the government takes over. 

In November and December of 1989, 
400,000 Jews were brought to Israel from 
Russia. Jewish history and God have re-
structured the world in such a way that it's 
not an accident. God works in strange ways. 
The Jewish people are coming home. 

Israel is different from any other coun-
try. For example, the U. S. has quotas for 
immigrants. They are intruders on society 
and culture. But in Israel, we need immi-
grants and want them. They are not refu-
gees. We are bringing our people home. It 
is the ingathering of the exiles. The process 
MUM not stop. 

Names of the seventy-six brothers and 
sisters who went to Israel, Oct. 28 -Nov. 11, 
1992, are given following. 

Tim and Lois Armstrong 
Brad Bach 
Isabelle Baker 
Paul and Esther Balko 
Frank Boychuk 
Carrie Brookover 
Martha Chastain 
Ron Chastain 
Wilda Civay 
Duane Cramer 
Wesley and Toni Cramer 
Ric and Ruth Cunningham 
Larry Davis 
Karole Doran 
Robert Dupell 
Bill Dutka 
Karen Earl 
O.B. and Janet Elbert 
Kathy and Jason Elbert 
Wallace and Erna Elias 
Bill Gill 
Bill Gowryluk 
Bob and Rebecca Gray 
Marie Hack 
David Hrechuk 

In May of 1991, Operation Solomon 
brought 14,200 people from Ethiopia within 
24 hours. The Jewish Agency spent $193 
million on the operation. This included $35 
million paid to the Ethiopian government. 
An average of $13,500 was spent on the 
absorption of every individual. The Israeli 
government helped negotiate their release 
with the Ethiopian government, and the 
Israeli Defense Force and El Al planes 
brought the people home. 

There are some failures. It takes proper 
psychological baggage to take the leap. It 
is different for an elegant New York Jew 
than a Jew fleeing persecution with only the 
shirt on his back. For us to survive as a 
nation, the immigrant must survive. If we 
(absorption) fail, Israel fails. This is the 
core of the Jewish world. Numbers are 
important. 

In 1948 there were 600,000 Jews in 
Israel. In 1992, there are five million Soon 
the largest Jewish population in the world 
will be in Israel. That is our dream. They 
are not refugees. They are our people. 

At the Absorption Center, families are 
given 2-3 bedroom apartments. Adults 
learn at the Ulpan where Hebrew is the only 
language. They can only communicate to 
others in Hebrew - five hours a day, five 
days a week. 

David and Suzanne 
Jambor 

Peg ICindig 
Rita LeClerc 
Esther Ledwinka 
Ray and Carmella Luke 
Hazel McClellan 
Larry and Debbie 

McClellan 
June McNatt 
Jim and Debbie Moss 
Dan and Connie Monet 
Jerry Monet 
David and Florence 

Niemyski 
John and Mary Olchowy 
Mildred Raffel 
Kenneth and Virginia 

Rawson 
Zygmunt and Verna 

Roguski 
Alys Schneider 
Dan and Janice Slivinsky 
Jean Slivinsky 
Julie Slivinsky 
Allen Springer 
Samuel and Annick Stalder 
Lauren Stewart 
Myles Stocki 

Any child over seven goes directly to 
school (without language school). Children 
learn Hebrew quickly with other subjects. 
They know it all...the wars, the problems. 
They are also involved in the process of 
helping people integrate. We stress the 
quality of life. We are a united family. In 
any family, members have differences. We 
come from different countries, but we are 
one family. 

Ethiopian Jews stay at the Absorption 
Center one year. Western Jews stay six 
months. Ethiopian Jews have been de-
tached from technology and have a greater 
learning gap. They are not primitive. They 
live by the five books of Moses, and are a 
very traditional religious community, who 
have come home with no questions asked. 

The Russian Jews, on the other hand, are 
skilled in technology, but they do not know 
their Jewish identity. This is part of what 
they get in the Ulpan. The ingathering is 
momentous. 

From Europe, 6,000 to 8,500 Jews arrive 
every month. The people from the Jewish 
Agency watch troubled spots in the world to 
arrange with governments for the Jewish 
people to come to Israel. When the sword 
gets close, it's time to move! 

From "The Holy Land I Love" by Sr. 
Alys Schneider 

Millie Szatko 
August Tomquist 
Tony and Harriet Tsimonis 
Jim Watkins 
Leonard and Josephine Wesol 
Robert Wiggins 
George and Ruth Wilmott 
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Impressed With Faith of Israelis 
Sr. Harriet Tsimonis, Waterbury, CT 
"The highlight for me was, to be on the Sea of Galilee and to pray 
together there. I think I've especially appreciated the many talks 
that the brothers have been giving. It gives us not only an 
appreciation of the natural things that we've seen and the events 
that have happened but the spiritual application as well. 

"I think the thing that has impressed me about the people of Israel 
that we have met is their tremendous faith. I've heard some say, 
`Well, they don't have any faith. They think they can do it.' I'm 
sure there are some here in Israel who do believe that. The others 
haven't just shown their faith by what they are doing here and by 
the words they speak, but by the way they have changed their life 
to come here and to be a part of the country and a part of the land 
that God has promised them. 

"One of the speakers said how the Christian Arabs are infiltrat-
ing the Christian churches. When we were in Nebraska in April, 
I was talking to a neighbor who attended a little church there. She 
said they were going to have a Christian Arab speak to them and 
how misunderstood they all were by the whole world. I tried to tell 
her what God had promised and she just wouldn't hear it, she had 
been so enamored with this Christian Arab that she had heard. If 
they are going out to a little church of about 40 people, they are 
going everywhere. I think that's the direction we're going to be 
seeing that we haven't seen before." 

Gratitude Overflows 
Br. Ken Rawson, New Brunswick (NJ) Ecclesia 
"Needless to say, its a real blessing and privilege to be with you, 
meeting together in Jerusalem, worshiping the Lord together in the 
city of the King, and longing for the time when it will indeed be the 
city of Salem, the city of peace and the capital of the whole world 
in the Messianic Kingdom. Thanks and appreciation to all of you 
for being you, because the trip is what it is, because you are all here. 
I never dreamt in a million years that there would be a Bible Student 
article on the Op-Ed page of the Jerusalem Post but there was today 
as well as an article in the weekend insert in the Jerusalem Post as 
well as a big ad concerning Tuesday night's meeting. Those things 
are happening not because Ken Rawson is here but because a 
delegation of seventy some Bible Students are here who love 
Israel, and in that delegation, when I tell people and officials that 
there are 30 ministers, they can't believe it. So it is this backing 
that has made this trip the success that it has been in the Lord's 
providence. I want to express my overwhelming thanks for my 
associates in New Brunswick who labored many, many days and 
hours before and during the trip. 

"Allan Friedman happened to drop into a yeshiva in the Jewish 
Quarter and was talking about the group, and the dean of the 
yeshiva wanted to meet with us so Allan came running out and 
brought me in. Its a unique Yeshiva. It brings non-observant 
Jewish youth from the United States and has a seminar with them 
here trying to inspire them with Biblical Zionism as well as a 
Biblical basis for their daily life, to become observant Jews and 
now they want to use our video as part of their ongoing program 
in connection with their discovery operation. We also mentioned 
the work that the Columbus Class did with the Holocaust Revi-
sionist ad and their ongoing effort. Well, at that point they just 
about went out of their chairs. Because, it just happens, they are 
in the process of bringing together and preparing materials to 
answer Smith's Holocaust Revisionism to send to campuses 
where their people are in the United States. When I told them that 
the ministers from Columbus that worked on that project are with 
us on this trip, they wanted to have a meeting with the Columbus 

Elders, so that is another ripple effect. 
"Today, I was going to the mall operation with a little fear and 

trepidation. I didn't know if we were going to be chased out as 
Christian missionaries, I didn't know what was going to happen and 
before you know it, it was all over. The tapes went out so fast it was 
unbelievable. At my end I was closing up the boxes periodically 
because they were trying to grab them so fast and some would try 
to come back for seconds and they started shouting, 'We'll pay for 
them, We'll pay for them' I was thrilled that the brethren interacted 
with the community and had such wonderful experiences. 

"A young man came running up, he evidently knew this was 
going to take place at the mall, and wanted to contact us because 
he had read the articles in the Jerusalem Post this morning. As a 
result of that I talked to Rabbi Felt on the phone, he heads up the 
Maccabees. The Israeli government has just so much money it can 
give to the Russian immigrants, but the Christians are loaded with 
money. They say, Well if you bring your children to our Christian 
schools, we'll give them a good education. We'll give your whole 
family a monthly allotment. What more do you want. The Russians 
don't know the difference. They have very little or no religious 
background. Many of them don't know what it is to be a Jew. This 
Maccabee organization that Rabbi Felt is from traces down the 
Russian Jews that are in Christian schools, and they exert their 
influence in a wholesome way. They try to have these children 
transferred to Jewish schools and try to help the families in their 
difficult straits. Rabbi Felt wants to have a meeting. 

Mark Powers called (he heads up Jews for Judaism in Baltimore 
combating Christian missionaries in the Russian-Jewish communi-
ties there). We had spent quite a bit of time with him about a year 
ago; it was to develop into more and somehow, the contact was 
broken off. He saw the articles in the papers today and he was just 
elated with them. He would like to get together...and again all of 
this is because of you brethren being here. Those articles would not 
have been in the Jerusalem Post if it wasn't for all of you being on 
the Israel Appointment with Destiny Mission. I just thank the Lord 
that there are so many brethren who see that one aspect of their 
Christian responsibility at this end of the age is to give a message 
of comfort to natural Israel, and I feel very privileged to be working 
together with you. God bless you." Shalom! 

Brethren depart for airport at Mission's end 
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Supplement on Mission to Israel 

We pray the Lord's blessing will go with this Supplement that our readers may taste of the rich 
providences we experienced in Israel - the Holy Land - the future capital state of the world! 

It was produced jointly by the New Brunswick (NJ) brethren and the Bible Students Newsletter 
to accompany the winter issue 1992, with Greetings and large expectations for the New Year 1993. 

We wish to acknowledge our debt of gratitude to many brethren, whose writing talents, and 
technical skills made this supplement possible. Words are feeble to express our appreciation of the 
love and willing cooperation they have shown, and to our heavenly Father whose spirit they exhibit. 
May He be their "exceeding great reward!" 
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